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ABSTRACT

This report presents a description and analysis of tape recorded
interviews with 108 Navajo children from bilingual first grade classes in
four Bureau of Indian Affairs schools on the Navajo reservation. The inter-
views, which were carried out in 1970-1971, were conducted in Navajo and
English by native Navajo speakers, and were designed to secure data on the
children's language development and usage in both their first and second
languages. The original intent of the present study was to transcribe and
analyze only the students' Navajo interviews, but the degree of interaction
between the acquisition of Navajo and English made a complementary analysis
of the English data mandatory. All of the original tape recordings along
with transcriptions are being archived in the Navajo Research Center being
established by Dine Bi'cilta' (the Navajo Education Association).

The analysis focused on phonological, grammatical, and lexical features
elicited in the interviews which show a systematic variation within the spec
of individuals or between individuals. Variation has been little studied
in American Indian languages, but it has been recorded historically in Navaj
and other Apachean languages, and is important to examine for the light it
sheds both on the origins of the Navajo and Apache, and on the process of
children's language learning and language loss. Variable features were
compared with background factors such as age, sex, geographical provenience,
clan membership, and previous educational experience in order to determine a
correlations or effects. In addition, samples of the children's utterances
were submitted to a panel of adult Navajo speakers to obtain their judgments
on appropriateness and grammaticality of the forms used. Finally, the inter
data were analyzed to discover possible effects of English bilingualism on
the students' competence and proficiency in Navajo. As noted, analysis was
also carried out on the English data to determine interference and order of
acquisition of selected features.

While this report is essentially descriptive in nature, it has profound
implications for the education of Navajo children, and ultimately for the
viability of the Navajo language. It is severely limited in that no adult
norms in the regions surveyed are available for comparative purposes, and in
the limited age range of the sample population'andlatk of more natural data
on the children's language. It should thus be considired'i'iilot project to
identify potentially interesting developmental and regional differences as
a basis for further investigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Navajo tribe is the largest group of American Indians in the United
States still preserving its traditional language, culture, and identity.

The Navajos, or ding 'The People', as they call themselves, ranged over
a wide area in the Southwest in which they felt they had a sacred origin. They
were first hunters, and then adoptod farming, stockraising and the crafts of
weaving and silver-car-lmg from the other cultures they contacted. Along
with other Apachean gi:ups in the area, they raided Pueblo and Spanish settle-
ments, and when the United States acquired New Mexico and Arizona, they fought
fiercely to retain their sacred land.

In 1864, the Navajos were starved into submission by troops led by Kit
Carson and forced to make The Long Walk of over three hundred miles from their
vast homeland to i. reservation on the banks of the Rio Pecos called Ft. Sumner.
This ordeal is still remembered with bitterness and sorrow. In 1868, the 7,000
Navajos who had survived the connement at the fort were returned to a portion
of their former territory. Their numbers rapidly increased, until by 1883
there were 19,000 (Lind 1968). At present, almost 100,000 Navajos live on a
reservation which covers parts of New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah. According to
the 1970 census, Navajo is the only Native American language which is learned
by more children now as a mother tongue than ten or twenty years ago.

Although very few non-Navajos have learned to speak the language fluently,
it has received considerable attention from traders, missionaries, teachers, and
government officials who have worked with them. The difficulty non-Navajos
had learning the language was recognized by the military early in the second
world war and Navajo was used as a medium for classified communications. As
a secret code it was reportedly never broken by the opposite side.

'Breaking' the Navajo communications code has also been a major challenge
to American linguists, and one of the motivations for the present study has
been to seek clues for some of the grammatical rules in the language as they
are formulated by young native speakers in the process of its acquisition. The

language has been recorded and analyzed by such noted Amerindian scholars as
Edward Sapir and Harry Hoijer, by non-linguists with a good command of the
language, such as Father Berard Haile of St. Michael's Mission, and by such
linguistic anthropologists as Herbert Landar, Gladys Reichard, and Robert Young.
Navajo has more recently become an area of study and experimentation for
psycholinguists examining such phenomena as word associations and the categori-
zation of stimuli (Lenneberg 1967, Landar, Ervin, and Horowitz 1960).

Extensive variation has been recorded in all Athabaskan languages,
including Navajo, wherever multiple informants have been utilized, and occasionally
even with single informants. In the past, this variation has for the most part
either been ignored, regularized, or explained as the result of diffusion,
drift, free variation, or idiosyncratic differences. The basic hypothesis
of the present research has been that attested variation in Navajo is significant,
and that an understanding of it can provide insights into the history of
Navajo, the process of Navajo language acquisition, and perhaps the nature of
variation itself. As an initial step toward achieving such an understanding,
this pilot study was undertaken with the following objectaas:
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1. To ascertain the type and extent of phonological, lexical, and
syntactic variation in a comparable corpus of data from a sample
of first grade Navajo students from four sites on the Navajo
reservation.

To determine, on the basis of comparisons with individual background
information obtained on the subjects, what the possible association
of particular linguistic variables may be with geographic, social,
or developmental factors.

3. To relate the findings to previous research on Navajo child language
and historically-attested variation in Navajo, in order to determine
to the extent possible the sources and directions of change of the
variation.

4. To examine possible effects of English bilingualism on the semantic,
grammatical, and phonological elements of Navajo fnr which comparable
data are available within the corpus, and to collect and analyze
examples of code - switching found in the interviews.

Until recently, variation in language has been of little theoretical
interest in linguistics, and has been subordinated to a concern for the
discovery of regular structural patterns or processes, or relegated to a
position outside the scope of linguistics altogether. Since the work of
Fisher and Labov, however, variation has become an object of study which, it
is now realized, can reveal e great deal about social-communicative differences
and the microprocesses of linguistic change. Much of the research to date
has been focused on English or other European languages, but little has been
done in American Indian languages, perhaps in part because work on-most of
these languages remains at the initial level of basic description. Navajo,
as one of the better known and studied North American languages, with some
time-depth for written documentation and a large number of close relatives
in the Athabaskan family, offers a useful opportunity to examine for types
and nature of variation, and a testing ground for possible hypotheses regarding
variation and language change.

Previous research by the principal investigator has revealed considerable
evidence of historical variation in Navajo during the 19th century. Ironically,
however, the regularizing requirements of scientific models of linguistic
description have obscured the existence of variation in the modern period.
It was expected that the present study would be able to provide information on
systematic variation which is reliable and representative of the population
sampled. Such information can, when compared with the historical data, give
a clearer picture of the present status and distribution of earlier attested
variation, and perhaps indicate directions, of change.

it was further expected that this study would make a contribution to the
definition of norms for language development in Navajo, and factors affecting
it. Since the data were collected by means of standardized structured inter-
views, the speech samples elicited are in general closely comparable, although
more natural language usage has yet to be described.

Recent research which has suggested that speakers of subordinated
languages may experience 'subtractive bilingualism', which makes the analysis
of the effect of English bilingualism on Navajo of considerable
interest. The size of the sample and the availability of home language use
information makes it possible to relate such effects with some confidence.
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Relation to other studies

There has probably been more published about the Na ajo language than
that of any other indigenous American group. There are dictionaries (Franciscan
Fathers 1910, 1912; Haile 1950-1951; Young and Morgan 1943, 1980), grammars
(Haile 1926; Young and Morgan 1943, 1980), and numerous articles concerning its
history, structure, and genetic relationships (see Brugge, Correl, and Watson
1967, Kari 1973, and Krauss 1980 for extensive bibliographic listings). In
spite of this bulk of descriptive data, however, there is a paucity of
information published by linguists which makes any attempt to account for -- or
even report -- variability in the language. Notak)h exceptions are Reichard
(1945) and Landar (1960, 1961).

Past descriptions of Navajo, whether structuralist or transformation'.,
have tended to present a system of formal oppositions, structures, and
processes which were abstracted from the supposed vagaries of individual
performance. In recent years, linguists have begun to examine linguistic
performance itself, discovering unexpected systematic regularities, as well
as ways to accomodate variation within linguistic theory and analysis. Most
of the studies to date have examined variation in the languages of socially
complex societies, such as English, French, and Spanish, and have found
interesting relations between this variation and factors of style, sex, age,
and social class. Such observations clearly relate to the broader longitutinal
question of how linguistic changes arise and spread, and should ultimately
give us greater insight into the operations of these processes.

A major limitation on most of the research reported to date has been lack
of information on the individuals whose speech has been transcribed, including
their age, place of birth, other language influences, and social group
membership. While the Navajo have never had a highly stratified society,
such factors as clan membership and residence patterns undoubtedly affect
communicative frecuency, and thus are likely to be important in accounting
for variability, and the transmission and spread of variable features. There
is a need, therefore, to examine the occurrence of variable
elements previously identified from historical records, in contemporary data of
known provenience, so that a better understanding of regional and social
distribution can be gained, and more reliable information obtained on types
of variation and their relative frequency.

Research on Navajo child language

previous research projects carried out as part of the University of
New Mexico Reading Study directed by Bernard Spolsky provide extensive data
on certain aspects of Navajo child language. The first project (Spolsky 1970,
1971) was a language census in 1969 and 1970 to determine children's relative
proficiency in Navajo and English at the time of school entry. The 1970 census
covered 3,653 Navajo children, or an estimated 79% of those who were six years
old in that year. Because this sample happened to include all of the subjects
who were recorded for the purpose of this analysis, the representative nature
of the sample for the sample for the preset study can be claimed with far
greater reliability than woulcl otherwise be possible. On a scale of 5 to 1
(with E indicating Navajo competence only and 1 English oh7v), the mean
'language score' of all six year olds surveyed in the UNM udy was 3.99;
the mean scores of six year olds in the four sites from which data were
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collected for the present study were .1s follows: Cottonwood 4.14, Greasewood
3.87, Sanostee 4.30, and Toadlena 4.09. These scores reported by the UNM
study represent judgments made by teachers, most of whom did not speak or
understand Navajo, though bilingual judges were used for validation. No
actual linguistic data were reported.

The second UNM research project (Spolsky, Holm and Embry 1971) involved
22 adult Navajo interviewers in conversation with over 200 six year old
Navajo children. There was no analysis of the data beyond a count of vocabu-
lary items, but even this raises interesting questions which are relevant to
the present study. Of the total vocabulary (3102 items collected from adults
and 5605 from children), only 14% was common to both adults and children.
This small overlap is perhaps owing to the definition of 'word' which was used
for the purposes of computer processing: e.g., bighan 'his house', bighanidi
'at his house', and shighan 'my house' were all counted as separate words.
The 14% is thus not necessarily an indication of different vocabulary items
used by adults vs. children, but does suggest that there are extensive
differences in the structures used by adults and children at a morphological
level. Description of such developmental differences would require much more
complex analytic procedures than those which were used in the study. All
English words which occurred in the interview data were simply tabulated as
'loan words', uhether they appeared as single lexical units embedded in
Navajo utterances or within English phrases (Holm, Holm, and Spolsky 1971).
No attempt was made in that study to describe code-switching or syntax, and
phonological data were normalized in the transcription process, making
information on variation irretrievable from the computerized corpus.

As a result of a worksh,)p for teachers of Navajo students, a collection
of Navajo Language Acquisition Observations (Dind Biolta' Association 1973)
has been published. Regrettably, there is little direct information included
on the language forms which were heard, but this is potentially an interesting
data source on the perception of children's language use (age 1-17 years)
by adult Navajo speakers. Code-mixing of English and Navajo is reported
even for two and three year olds, and several references are made to 'baby
talk' and 'childish talk' by older children. Unfortunately, little specific
indication is given of what linguistic behaviors are being identified with
these labels.

Further evidence that Navajo children use forms which differ from adult
language norms appears from comments made by Navajo parents and teachers. Even
teen agers who have been in boarding school and not been hearing adult language
spoken in the home are said to speak 'Baby Navajo', and may never acquire
what Navajo speakers consider full adult competence in the language. Addi-
tionally, the investigator has attempted to elicit complex verbal forms from
eleven and twelve year old Navajo informants who use only Navajo at home while
attending day school, and has been told the forms are still 'too hard to sav
right'. While it takes at least ten years for a child learning English to
control all of the basic syntactic patterns (Chomsky 1969) and even longer
for a child learning a heavily inflected language like Ruasin (Slobin 1966),
the morphological complexities of Navajo may well require twelve to fifteen
years for the acquisition of adult-like control. While the complexities of
Navajo verb forms have long been recognized, there have been no published
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data relating these complexities to child language acquisition or variability
in adult usage. Variable features in Chili language which can be shown to
be developmental in nature might well be identified as instances of incomplete
language learning when they occur in the speech of adults, and if widespread,
might be evidence of morphological simplification in progress.

The Carroll and Casagrande (1959) finding that Navajo speaking children
are more likely than English speaking Navajo children to sort objects on the
basis of form (presumably because of the influence of the classificatory system
in the verbal structures) provides evidence for children's ability to apply
appropriate classificatory concepts even though they may not yet have productive
linguistic competence in these structures. While the Ervin-Tripp and Lander
(1963) study on Navajo word-associations did not include children, it is
interesting for the evidence it provides of variability of responses for
Navajo items as opposed to English (median commonalty for Navajo was 17%, vs.
45% for English).

Ervin-Tripp's (1961) study of semantic influence from English in Navajo
color naming is relevant to the present study, although no children were
included in her sample. With an age range from seventeen to seventy, Ervin-
Tripp reports that younger Navajos do not know the word tatVid (using
dootl'izh instead), and that among the Navajo-dominant biJ.nguals there is
significantly less variability of translations of 'green' than among the
Navajo monolinguals. The present study includes elicitation of color terms,
and considerable variability in the terms used by children was also expected.

There have been numerous studies of the influence of Navajo on the
English used by Navajos (e.g. Mosser and Motylewski 1939, Wall 1971, Cook
and Sharp 1966, Young 1968, Saville 1969, Pedtke and Werner 1969), but none
on the influence of English on Navajo except for the count of English 'loan
words' (Holm, Holm, and Spolsky 1971) cited above. The corpus for that study
evidently also contains data on code- switching, but no linguistic analysis
of that phenomenon in English and Navajo has been published to date.

Context of Data Collection

The Bureau of Indian Affairs first implemented bilingual education in
Navajo and English at the kindergarten level in 1969, and at the first grade
level in 1970. The principal investigator for this study was involved in
curriculum development and teacher training for that program, and arranged
for the collection of language data reported here (cf. Saville, et al 1971).

The general plan of the bilingual program was to begin instruction entirely
in the Navajo language, introducing English as a second language during the
kindergarten year. Emphasis during that year was to be placed on developing
Navajo oral language skills, abstract concepts, and each child's awareness
and understanding of self and the immediate environment. Reading and writing
skills were added to Navajo language development in the first grade year,
along with continued emphasis on the oral language. Lessons in English were
in the tracU.tional pattern practice format of ESL, although it was also used
as a medium of instruction for mathematics and science. Reading in English
was not introduced until the second grade.

First grade classes were in session approximately 5 1/2 hours (or 330
minutes) a day. At the beginning of the first grade year, most instruction was
in Navajo, with more taught in English by spring until a near balance
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between Navajo and English WS reached. The program was not seen as a bridge,
usiflg the Navajo language only until the children could move into an all-
English program. The intent was that it be

... one of the initial phases in an educatlonal program which recognizes
that students who can function effectively in both English and Navajo
will have a social and A.:_ddemic advantage and ... develop and maintain
literacy and fluency in both languages (Saville., et al 1571:2).

The following subjects were to be taught exclusively in Navajo:

Reading (60 minutes)
Opening Activities (10 minutes)
Social Studies (30 minutes)
Oral Language (30 minutes)

The following were to be taught exclusively in English:

ESL (30 minutes; 60 minutes in the spring)
Mathematics (30 minutes)

Science and Health were to be taught in Navajo during the fall semester and
English in the. spring. Music in both Navajo and English, and the students were
to be permitted to use the language of their choice during P.E., recesses, and
art activities. The teachers were further instructed that no English should
be ased during Navajo periods, even while passing out supplies and giving
general instructions, and that Navajo should'be limited in English periods
only to brief explanations, as needed.

All teachers and aides in the program were native speakers of Navajo.
There could be no assurance that all students would receive comparable language
instruction, but curriculum guides were provided each teacher in the areas
of Reading and ESL, plus partial guides for Navajo Oral Language, Social
Studies, Science, and Art. Teachers disagreed among themselves About some of
the required Navajo terminology, but no consensus was sought as part of this
project; they were told to use whatever term was used in their own area.

Although the delayed analysis of the children's language reported here
will suggest that even these efforts are probably not adequate if full
competence in Navajo is to be developed and maintained, we will also document
the regressive effects of prior English-only instruction on the language of
older children in the sample.

12



II. RESEARCH DESIGN

The data which were analyzed consist of tape-recorded interviews with
one hundred and eight (108) first grade Navajo students from four Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools. Each subject was interviewed in both Navajo and
English in September 1970 and again in May 1971 using an interview format and
questionnaire developed by the principal investigator. The interviewers were
all adult native. speakers of Navajo, either teacher or aide in each classroom,
Each interview consisted of about 15 minutes of tape-recorded responses,
producing a total of about 60 minutes per subject (30 minutes in Navajo and
30 minutes in English) for those present during both testing periods.

The four sites are located on the map on the following page. Sanostee
and Toadlena, New Mexico, and Cottonwood and Greasewood, Arizona, are located
in the eastern and western areas of the Navajo reservation, respectively,
with Cottonwood and Sanostee serving more northerly attendance regions than
Greasewood and Toadlena. All except Cottonwood are boarding schools, in
which children live in dormitory facilities.

The subjects were all drawn from bilingually taught classes within each
school. Although the population studied was not randomly selected from
throughout the reservation, the comprehensive survey of six year old children'
competence in Navajo and English which was conducted by the University of
New Mexico during the same year these data were collected suggests that
this sample may be considered 'average' in this respect (Spolsky 1971; data
reported under 'Relation to Other Studies' above).

The subjects were shown samples of nine colors and a series of thirty
two pictures illustrating various objects, states, and activities in order to
elicit comparable lexical and grammatical forms. Some individual differences
were expected, and found, in the interpretation of pictures (included as
Appendix A), but these were not such as to have an important effect on the
data collection process or results. The possible influence of teachers'
usage was also anticipated, but with only one exception, the subjects were
all drawn from classes with teachers from the same area as the subjects.
Most of the lexical items elicited were already known on the basis of other
research to exhibit variability either historically or in the present
(Saville-Troike 1972 et seq.). The grammatical items were selected to test
for locative constructions, classificatory verb forms, plural reference,
continuative, completive, and future aspects, noun ordering, and proximate
vs. obviative pronominal choice.

Partially as a result of subsequent orthographic standardization, the
Navajo spelling in some of the questions is no longer appropriate. The wordin
and spelling of the items were agreed on in advance by the Navajo interviewers
however, and are presented here in the original form.

Directions Given to Interviewers

a. Interviews should be conducted by bilingual classroom teacher or
aide during the first two weeks of school and again near the end
of the year. When a child enters school late, interview him during
the first week he is enrolled.

b. All interviews must be tape recorded.
c. Keep the forty pictures in the prescribed order for all students.

13



THE NAVAJO RESERVATION
DATA COLLECTION SITES

C

A
Cottonwood

B

,Greasewood

Locations of native judges:
A - Pifion

B - Ganado
C - Cudei
D - Newcomb
E - Twin Lakes/Tohatchi
F - Crownpoint
G - Church Rock

14
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d. Use the same questions for each student. These are written below:
follow the wording exactly.

e. Interview each student on two different days. Ask the questions in
Navajo on one day and English on another. The students should be
encouraged to respond in the language the questions are asked in,
if they can.

f. No other cues or assistance should be given the students during the
interview, but an attempt should be made to keep the atmosphere
relaxed and pleasant.

g. At the beginning of each tape, say the name of the school and the
current date. Say the name of the child being interviewed before
asking questions in either language.

Materials Used

a. A sequence of nine pieces of colored paper taken from standard
packs of construction paper and thirty two pictures. All of the
pictures were checked in advance with five and six year old English
speaking children, but there is no assurance they would be interprets
in the same way by children with different cultural and environmental
experiences. Pictures were xeroxed so that each interviewer would
have the same set, and so that interviewing could proceed simultaneou
at all four sites.

b. Reel-to-reel recorder and magnetic recording tape. Interviewers
used recording equipment which they had available to them on site.
All were in good working condition, but not standardized for
quality of reproduction. All tapes were dubbed onto casettes at
the time of this project for transcription.

Content of Interviews

a. Responses to questions asked with pictures 1 through 22 required
only the naming of colors and objects. For items 1-9, the interviewe
was instructed to ask

Diish taitsiego naash ch'44'? 'What color is this?'
1. Red
2. Yellow
3. Blue
4. Black
5. Brown
6. Green
7. Orange
8. Purple
9. White

For items 10-22, the interviewer was to ask
Diish haolye? 'What do you call this?'

10. Circle
11. Square
12. Triangle
13. Horse
14. Cat
15. Tree
16. Chicken
17. Rabbit

15
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18. Mouse
19. Fire
20. Truck
21. Dog
22. Corn

b. Questions 23-26 required the children to express positional relation-
ships. The interviewer was to ask

Ashkiish hiadi sides? 'Where is the boy (seated)?'
23. Boy in wagon
24. Boy outside (in front of) wagon
25. Boy in back of wagon
26. Boy under table

Questions 27-23 required a description of action in progress with
different shaped objects. The interviewer was to ask

Ashkiish ha'it'll yaa naaghi? 'What is the boy doing?'
27. Boy holding stick
28. Boy eating
29. Boy playing (building) with blocks

d. Questions 30-31 required plural forms. The interviewer was to ask
A/chinish ha'it'i yaa aash? 'What are the children doing?'

30. Children playing with dolls (boy and girl)
31. Children eating (boy and girl)

e. Questions 32-33 required a description of completed action. The
interviewer was to ask

Ashkiish ha'it'l yaa naa ghii rit'e? 'What has the boy been doing
32. Boy finished playing with blocks
33. Boy standing by drum

f. Questions 34-35 required a description of future action with animate
and inanimate objects. The interviewer was to ask

Ashkiish yaa ni dii dz&? 'What is the boy going to do?'
34. Boy going to play with blocks
35. Boy going to play with dog

g. Items 36-40 were intended to require children to use longer utterance
and provide a brief text for the analysis of free speech. The
interviewer was to ask

Dlish tai vtiego naash chiaa' beeshil holne'? 'Tell me about
this picture.' (Freely translated)

36. Family
37. Cats eating and playing
38. Man on horse
39. Drum and doll under table
40. Boy pulling doll in wagon

Demographic Data

The following background information was collected on each subject (in
most instances, the teacher was the principal source of the information):

Census number
Place and date of birth
Previous school experience, if any
Number of siblings
Ordinal rank of birth
Birthplace of parents
Clan membership of parents
Language (Navajo or English) spoken at home
Relative frequency of language use (Navajo vs. English)

uU 16
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Procedures for Transcri tion and Analysis

STAGE I

a. Transcription and Data Arrangement

1. All language data were transcribed from the tapes, both Navajo
and English, using phonetic transcription.

2. Pauses were marked, along with places of interviewer prompting
or additional questions.

3. Each questionnaire was coded for site, subject, and fall or spring
collection date.

4. Each response to items 23-40 was carded and grouped according to
question number (i.e. all responses to the same question and pict
were filed together).

5. Multiple occurrences of the same response were tabulated.
6. All responses given by two or more subjects to questions 23-40

were listed in a questionnaire for use in obtaining native speaker
judgements on their appropriateness and grammaticality:
Broad phonetic transcription was used at this point to correspond
closely to standard Navajo orthography.

b. Translation and Questionnaire Revision

1. A preliminary English translation of the Navajo data was prepared
by the principal investigator.

2. A native Navajo speaker in the Washington, DC area was consulted
for assistance with the translation, and for determining which of
the lexical and phonological variants listed in the questionnaire
made little or no difference, and could be eliminated from the
tasks in Stage II.

3. Translation and simplification of the questionnaire was checked
further with the consultant in Albuquerque (Robert Young).

4. A final form of the questionnaire was prepared with 325 utterances
listed in response to questions 23-40, plus a few of the lexical
items (see Appendix B).

STAGE II

c. Selection and Utilization of Navajo Language Judges

1. Seven Navajo adults were asked to serve as Navajo Language Judges.
The letters on the map on p. 8 indicate the place where each was
raised. Criteria for selection were:
a) Fluent speaker of Navajo;
b) Literate in Navajo; and
c) Experienced in working with young children.

2. Each of the judges was asked to evaluate all of the transcribed
responses on the questionnaire according to whether they were:
a) Acceptable and appropriate if used by an adult speaker of Nava
b) Appropriate for a child but not an adult: 'baby talk'; or
c) Not acceptable or appropriate for other reasons, and why.

3. One of the judges completed the questionnaire in an interview cont
one using only the written form, and the five others met simul-
taneously with the principal investigator. Each of these five was
asked to rate the children's responses according to his or her own
opinion, but differences in judgments were discussed at some lengt
during the conference.

UL 17
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4. The judgments of adult speakers were tallied for each response,
and those for each question then ordered from most to least
acceptable for the group of judges as a whole (see Appendix C).

5. Distribution, of native speaker judgments and inter-rater
agreement od acceptable utterances were computed, and are
discussed in Chapter IV.

STAGE III

d. Analysis of Vocabulary (responses to items 1-22 in the interview
schedule)

1. The frequency and distribution of responses to each item was
Charted to determine the nature and extent of variability in
lexical choice and phonology.

2. Comparison was made of items correctly identified in Navajo
and English as one means of assessing language dominance.

3. Any lexical items or pronunciation judged by the adult native
speakers to be appropriate for a child but not adult or not
acceptable for other reasons were marked as probable develop-
mental variants.

4. English responses to questions asked in Navajo were noted, as well
as Navajo responses to questions asked in English.

e. Analysis of Grammatical Structures (responses to items 23-40 in the
interview schedule)

1. All responses to each group of questions were formalized and
tabulated according to phrase and clause types used, morpheme order
within noun and verb phrases, and compounding and conjoining
processes.

2. The responses of each child were scored for each morpheme being
tested, as described for Navajo and English in the results section:
of this report.

3. Data were analyzed for patterning which might be indicative of
regional or developmental differences, and for order of acquisitioz

4. All utterances which contain both Navajo and English were carded
separately. Analysis to determine the nature and extent of code-
switching by the subjects in this sample was not included in the
scope of this project, but will be forthcoming.

5. A preliminary analysis has been conducted of the interaction betwei
acquisition of Navajo and English, including interference phenomena
and further reports are in preparation.

18
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION

A total of 108 different children were recorded, but not all were present
both fall and spring, nor on both the days when Navajo and then Lnglish were
elicited (see Table I). There were a total of 177 interviews in Navajo (fall
and spring), and 170 in English. The population includes 63 males (C 14,
G 16, S 18, T 15) and 45 females (C 11, G 8, S 14, T 12).

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE POPULATION

Site Total Ss Number of Interviews
Fall Spring

Nav jig_ENav Era.

Cottonwood (C) 25 23 24
Greasewood (G) 24 15 16
Sanostee (S) 32 27 26

Toadlena (T) 27 19 10

Total 108 84 76

20 21
23 23
25 25

25 25

93 94

The Bureau of Indian Affairs had specified that only students who had
been enrolled in the bilingual kindergartens during 1969-1970 would be enrolled
in these bilingual first grades in 1970-1971, but two of the sites also
placed some students in the class who had been in a monolingual beginners (B)
class the previous year, and one who had already been in a monolingual first
grade (F) for a year. The beginners class in BIA schools is an extra year
of instruction between kindergarten and first grade, traditionally intended
to provide another year of oral English language instruction before reading
in English is introduced in first grade. Prior to bilingual education and
the introduction of reading in Navajo, therefore, the 'normal' age for first
grade enrollment was 7 years, rather than the 6 years expected for the U.S.
population in general, and for BIA bilingual first grades.

Because of this demotion, a wider age range was included in the sample
than was originally anticipated (see Table II).

TABLE II
AGE OF POPULATION IN SEPTEMBER

Site Age Range Mean Age

Cottonwood (C) 5.9 - 6.8 6.3
Greasewood (G) 5.9 - 9.0 6.7

Sanostee (S) 5.0 - 6.8 6.1
Toadlena (T) 5.6 - 8.4 6.9

Tables III through VII indicate individual students' sex, ID number
(assigned in random order), age in months as of 9/70, previous school
experience, home language use, languages in which interviews were recorded,
and clan membership. The following abbreviations are used:

19
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Previous School Experience (PSE)
H Heads tart
K Kindergarten
B Beginner
F First grade

Home Language Use (HLU)
N Navajo only
E English only

Ne Navajo dominant, some English
nE English dominant, some Navajo

Interviews: Fall (F) and Spring (S)
X Both Navajo and English
N Navajo only
E English only

Clan Membershi1: Mother's Clan (M) and Father's Clan (F)
1 TO dich'iVnii 'Bitter Water People'
2 Kin lichli'nii 'Red House People'
3 Tichii'nii 'Red Running into the Water People'
4 Naashashi 'Bear Enemies; the Tewa Clan'
5 Hashtl'ishnii 'Mud People'
6 Ma'ii deeshgiizhnii 'Coyote Pass People; the Jemez Clan'
7 Naakaii dine'e 'Mexican Clan'
8 Totsohnii 'Big Water People'
9 HonAghiahnii 'He-walks-around-one People'

10 Tsi'naajinii ( ?)

11 Tibaahi 'Water's Edge People'
12 Kin yaa'aanii 'Towering House People'
13 Ts4 Ajikini 'Honey Combed Rock People'
14 Ash.ii.ni 'Salt People'
15 Ta'neeszahnii 'Tangle People'
16 T6 ihini 'Near to Water People'
17 B4.4h bitoodnii 'Deer Spring People'
18 TI'lzi lini 'Many Goats People'
19 T6 aheedliinii 'Water-flows-together People'
20 TO dik'ggzi (?)

All of the background information was provided by the first grade teacher!
based on information from the children's enrollment records and the teachers'
personal knowledge about families in their area. Since all teachers and aides
for these classes were native Navajo speakers, and all but one recruited from
the attendance area in which they were teaching, information on home language
use is probably reliable. A blank space in the tables indicates that no
information was reported.

As can be seen in the compositestei profile (Table VII), at least 16
of the students had already been enrolled in an English-only instructional
program for one or more years before attending the bilingual first grades
in which data were collected. The great majority came from homes where only
Navajo is used, however, and only one was from a family which used only
English.

20
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TABLE III

COTTONWOOD SUBJECTS

ID No ?at
(Months)

PSE HLU Interviews Clan Membershia

Females

F S Mother's/Father's

9 80 N X 10 12

3 79 K Ne X X 16

6 79 K N E X 3

25 79 K Ne X X 19

8 78 N X X 1 3

20 78 K N X X 20 10

12 74 K Ne X X 15 18

22 73 K N X X 10 6

26 71 N X X 1 18

7 69 Ne X X 1 15

16 69 N E X 6 12

Males

2 79 X X

4 79 K Ne X X 6 12

5 79 X

14 78 K Ne X X 12 15

11 77 N X X 9 17

18 77 K Ne X X 6 10

23 76 K Ne X 1 3

1 72 K N X 6 16

10 72 N X X 13 17

15 72 N X X 13

17 72 K N X X 1 15

24 72 K Ne X v 9 6

19 70 K Ne X X 7 10

13 69 K N X E 10 15

PSE = Previous School Experience
HLU = Home Language Use

21
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TABLE IV

GREASEWOOD SUBJECTS

ID No Age PSE HLU Interviews
F

Clan Membership
Mother's/Father's

Females

S

21 84 Na N X 11 8

10 79 K Ne N X 2 12

3 78 Ne E X 13 2

23 78 K nE X X 1 13

4 77 K N N X 2 7

2C 73 K Ne N X 1 10

5 71 Ne X X 8 6

18 69 K Ne X 6

Males

24 108 B N X 9 2

17 99 B N X 9 2

1 88 B N X X 2 12

13 84 B Ne X X 1 12

16 83 Ne X X 11 14

14 80 K N E X 2 6

8 79 K Ne E x 6 15

6 79 K N X X 8 2

12 77 K N X X 6 12

15 77 K Ne X X 8 2

2 76 N X X 13 1

11 7S K N X X 6 _12

22 75 K N X 6

19 71 K Ne X X 11 9

7 70 K N x 2 12

9 69 K Ne E X 13 12

PSE = Previous School Experience
HLU = Homc Language Use

22
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TABLE V

SANOSTEE SUBJECTS

ID No at PSE HLU Interviews Clan rImbership
F S Mother's/Father's

Females

9 78 K N X X

13 77 H,K Ne X X

29 7? K N X X

31 77 K N X X

11 76 K N X X

26 76 K N X X

10 74 K N X X

27 73 K N X X

15 72 H,K N X

4 70 K ng. X X

16 68 K ng X X

7 66 K Ne X

8 60 X

21 57 X

Males

6 82 K N X X

14 80 K N X

23 80 K N X

12 78 K N X

18 78 H,K N X

20 78 K Ne X X

17 77 H,K N X X

32 77 H,K N X X

5 76 K N X X

1 75 K Ne X

3 74 H,K N N X

25 73 K N X X

30 72 X X

19 71 H,K N X

24 71 K N X

2 69 K N X X

22 68 K Ne X X

28 66 K N X

PSE = Previous School Experience 23
HLU - Home Language Use
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TABLE VI

TOADLENA SUBJECTS

ID No Alt PSE HLU Interviews Clan Membership
F S Mother's/Father's

Females

21 100 B N E X 1

23 92 X

18 83 B nE N

9 80 K Ne N X 3

11 78 B N X X 1

24 77 X

25 77 X

16 74 B nE N X 2

8 72 K Ne X X

7 70 K nE X X 2

2 68 K E X X 5

1 66 K N X X

Males

4 94 F N N X

14 92 K,B N N X

6 89 K,B N N X

17 89 X

20 89 B N X 1

22 88 Ne X

26 88 B N X

10 84 B Ne X X

27 82 B N X

13 80 B Ne N X

15 76 K Ne X X

3 75 K Ne N X 1

19 74 K Ne N X

12 73 K N N X

5 66 K Ne X X 4

PSE = Previous School Experience
HLU = Home Language Use

24
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TABLE VII

N

COMPOSITE

Lkip

STUDENT PROFILE

PSE HLUHKBF NnEe
Cottonwood 25 75 16 23 10

Greasewood 24 79 15 4 23 1 1 12

Sanostee 32 73 7 29 27 2 2 5

Toadlena 27 81 12 11 1 19 3 3 9

Total 108 77 7 72 15 1 92 6 6 36

There is no indication from the teachers or from subsequent reading and
arithmetic achievement records that any of the students had an abnormally low
intelligence level, but no IQ scores are available. Ore student was excluded
from the sample because she did not understand the nature of the interview
task and merely repeated the questions after the interviewer, in both Navajo
and English. Two others gave no response tothe fall interview, or were
inaudible. One student had a speech impediment (judging from the recorded
Interviews), and was excluded from the phonological analyses.
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TV. VARIABILITY IN NATIVE SPEAKER JUDGMENTS

As described in the Research Design (pp. 11 12), seven adult Ntivajo
speakers were a3ked to evaluate the children's responses as:

A Acceptable and appropriate if used by an adult speaker of Navajo;
B Appropriate for a child but not an adult: 'baby talk'; or
C Not .cceptable or appropriate for other reasons, and %hy.

Given the extent of variability already known to exist in Navajo, it
should not have been so surprising that the judges exhibited a very low
level of inter-rater reliability, but the five Navajo judges who met together
with the investigator--including four whc know each other quite well--expressed
considerable surprise themselves at the extent of their disagreement, parti-
cularly as they disagreed about the meaning of a number of utterances. Out
of the 325 utterances submitted for native speaker judgmets, there was
complete agreement on less than 30% (see Table VIII).

TABLE VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF NATIVE SPEAKER JUDGMENTS

(N ma 325)

All judges rated A 24 7.4%
Some judges rated A 191 58.8%

All judges rated B 5 1.5%
Some judges rated B 281 79.8%

All judges rated C 14 4.0%
Some judges rated C 214 60.8%

Total agreement 43 13.2%
Rated both A and C 84 28.9%

In general, ratings of 'unacceptet.' ven when an utterance had
a meaning which was inappropriate for end question, and ratings
of 'baby talk' for incorrect tone place :--i 7,:zo.anaiation, and morphological
forms which did not result in an inappropte semantic interpretation. Some
judges were plainly more flexible in what they considered acceptable than
others, as can be seen in the tabulation of individual judge's ratings (Table L

TABLE IX
INDIVIDUAL RATINGS

A B*CDEFG
Total rated A 65 83 76 58 122 119 88
Total rated C 152 40 130 66 74 98 128

*rated fewer responses

Table X indicates the number of responses marked A (or fully acceptable)
which coincided for each pair of judges. While this is skewed by the number
of responses rated A by each, there does appear to be some regional patterning
in their agreement about what responses would be acceptable even from an adult.
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TABLE X
INTER-RATER AGREEMENT ON ACCEPTABLE UTTERANCES

D

A
E

F
G
C

D A
39

E
38

50

F
47

56

79

G
44
51
52

69

C
43

46
49

63
64

B

32

37

47
51
40
43

The following is a representative tabulation of judgments of responses
to question 25 Ashkiish hiadi sidg? 'Where is the boy (seated)?' (See
Appendix C for the complete tabulation of judgments).

1. Tsinaib44s yine'di sidg (12)
A -ACE FG
B - D

2. N9'4 (24)

A -DEFG
B -ABC

3. Tsinaab44s bine'ji sidi (11)

A -BDEF
B - G
C - A C

4. Tsinaabw yikdddi (17)

A - B C F
B -DEG
C - A

5. Ashkii tsinadb4s ikdd'di sidi (1)

A - B F
B -CDEG
C - A

6. Ashkii tsinaaboos ine'dii sidi (4)

A - B F
B -ACDE
C - G

7. Ashkii tsinaabo4s kee'di sidi (3)

A - E
B -BCDFG
C - A

8. Tsinaab4os idee'di sidg (8)

A - F
B -DEGC
C - A

9. Tsinaabggs bikdddi sidi (9)

A -BEF
B - D
C -ACG

10. Tsinaibo4s bits4tgo sidi (14)

A - B D E
B - F
C -ACG
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11. Kee'di sidi (22)

A - B
B -CDEFG
C - A

12. Ashkii tsinaabaas bik4e'di sidi (2)

A - E F
B - B D
C -ACG

13. Ashkii tsinaabw bin4'dzi sidi (5)

B -ABDEFG
C - C

14. Tsinaabgas tsgo sidi (15)
B -BCDEFG
C - A

15. sidi (23)
A - E
B -CDG
C - A F

16. Tsinaabaas bine'di sidi (7)

A - B E
B - D
C -ACFG

17. Tsinaabgas bine' (19)

B -ADEFG
C B E

18. Tsinaalmags k44' sidi (10)

B -ABEG
C - A B

19. Tsinaabaas ne' sidi (13)

B -ABEG
C -CDF

20. Tsinaabaas bine'di4' sidi (6)

A - D
C -ABCEFG

21. Tsinaabaas bine' sidi (16)

B - D F
C -ACE G

22. Daajigo (22)

B - B F
C -ACDEG

23. Ashkii yik44di sidi (18)

C -ABCDEFG
24. Daatst4,go (20)

C -ACDEFG
The Children's responses are ranked here in order of their relative

acceptability to the judges as a group. The numbers in parentheses after
each response indicate their order of listing in the original questionnaire
(Appendix B). In these sentences, tsinaabgas means 'wagon' and ashkii
'boy'. Although there was also variability in these terms, the lexicon was
regularized to some extent for this task in order to focus judgments on
morphology and syntax.
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No response to this item was entirely acceptable to the group, but the
first one listed was considered 'baby talk' only by D, who felt an adult must
say yine'di rather than yine'di to express the boy's position. At the same
time, one or more judges considered 15 of these responses entirely acceptable
for an adult speaker. Again, no response was considered 'baby talk' by all,
but 21 out of the 24 responses were considered 'baby talk' by at least one
of the judges. There was some agreement--that responses 23 and 24 were
inappropriate even from children, but 20 of the other responses were also
rejected by one or more of the judges.

To explain a few more reasons given for disagreement: for response 7,
which E considered entirely acceptable, and indeed what he would say, five
judges considered it baby talk primarily because the third word, meaning
'behind', lacks an object prefix. A rejected it as unacceptable because for
her the positional word }tee' means he is at the back of the wagon, but must be
sitting inside of it, instead of on the ground (which is where he is in the
picture). Responses 6 and 15 received variable ratings because of a similar
disagreement in meaning: the ine'dii means the boy is in the back row of
peopl., to some of the judges, rather than back of an inanimate object.

One of the most interesting disagreements was over the appropriateness
of a bi- vs. y.i7 prefix on the locative phrases. In responses 9 and 12,
for instance, the bikeedi is acceptable to some, meaning 'the boy is behind
the wagon', but unacceptable to others for whom it means 'the wagon is behind
the boy'. Judges F and B accept either bikgedi or yikeedi, saying it doesn't
really make any difference, at least in this context. They agree in rejecting
the yike4di in response 23 as meaning 'something is sitting behind the boy'.
Response 22 was rejected by five judges because they said they had never heard
it, that it didn't sound like Navajo. B and F recognized it as meaning 'behind',
although F said it is an 'old' word, and not used much any more. B and F
both rated it as 'baby talk' because the tone is incorrect.

This aspect of the study yielded more additional questions about
variability in Navajo than answers, but the task of judging children's utterances
proved to be a very fruitful elicitation device. Further research is necessary
to discover possible regional patterning in the disagreement. In the future,
a tape recording should be used as a basis for judgment in addition to (or
instead of) the written questionnaire, and judges should perhaps be asked what
their own response would be to a question before they are asked to judge others'.
The conference session, where the judges discuss their disagreements with one
another, is of particular value in the study of adult as well as c...1d language.
The focus on children's utterances provides a culturally appropriate context
for identifying 'errors', which one adult Navajo may not wish to say about
another adult's speech, at least to an outsider. Nevertheless, in contrast
to the insecurity and uncertainty often manifested by speakers of highly
standardized languages (such as English) when asked to make grammatical
judgments, the Navajo judges were generally quite certain in reporting their
own usages and reactions, and were largely unaffected by the differing
responses of the others.
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V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Lexicon

Items 1 - 9 on the questionnaire elicited Navajo terms for the eight
colors which are in the standard school crayon boxes plus 'white'. Table XI
indicates the percentage of students who responded with each Navajo variant,
by site, and in fall vs. spring. 'Other' means an incorrect Navajo term was
used (e.g. dootl'izh 'Slue' for 'black'), and 'Eng and 0' means the student
responded in English or not at all, which was interpreted to mean that he
or she did not know the term in Navajo. When this occurred the interviewee
often asked the student to say it inNavajo; if they were able to do so
with prompting, credit was given for the Navajo response.

The term known by most students was lizhin for 'black', followed by
terms for white, red, yellow, blue, orange, brown, green, and purple in that
order, which is generally what would be expected from other studies on the
order of color term acquisition related to the Berlin and Kay ( ) evolutionary
sequence, and from the basic categories which exist in Navajo. Black, white,
red, yellow, and grue are basic colors, with orange, brown, green/blue,
and purple secondary, but required in a bilingual classroom because of the
standardized box of crayons for which the students need Navajo terms.

Lishin is the only Navajo term used for 'black' (1). The rather
large number of students at Toadlena who do not know it in the fall interview
are all older, and already products of English-only education.

There is no variation in the stem used for 'white' (2), although some
students use gal without the usual thematic prefix in ligai. A major phonetic
variant is the centralization of the dipthong to [lrgei]. Again, the students
in Toadlena who do not know 'white' are those who are older and have been in
an English-only program for one or more years.

The other basic terms, 'red' (3) and 'yellow' (4), also occur without stem
variation. While most of the students use dootrizh for 'blue' (5), dolii
'bluebird' is a possible alternative, particularly in Greasewood. Many students
in Cottonwood, Greasewood, and Toadlena use a descriptive phrase for 'blue'
in the spring, differentiating it from green and purple. The most common is
dOlii nahalingo dootl'ish 'grue like a bluebird', but there is considerable-
creativity in the expression.

Regional differences in the pronunciation of terms for 'yellow' and
'orange' are particularly striking. Almost all students in Cottonwood,
Sanostee, and Toadlena use litso for 'yellow' (4), and in Toadlena the same
term is used for 'orange' (6). Students in Sanostee regularly use aspiration
as an intensifier, saying litsxo for 'orange' (lit. 'very yellow');
students in Cottonwood, on the other hand, regularly labialize litso to litswo
for 'orange'. Both aspiration and labialization are regularly used for
stylistic emphasis, but one of the phonological processes has now been
lexlcalixed in each of these regions to meet the educational demands of the
eight 'basic' crayon colors. Most students in Greasewood palatalize and
labialize the affricate to lichwo for both colors, but the adult judges said
that sounded more like White River Apaches.
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TABLE XI

NAVAJO LEXICON

COLOR TERMS

1. black

C
Fall

Spring

( %)

91
100
5

G
Fall

Spring

100
96

0

S

Fall
Spring

92
91

4

T
Fall

ring

63
100
0

lizhin

other

0 0 0 0
Eng and 0 5 0 4 37

0 4 9 0

2. white

88 85 88 55ligai

89 96 93 d6
gai 4 8 0

5 0 0 0
other 4 0 4 0

0 0 4 0
Eng and 0 4 8 8 41

5 4 4 4

3. red

72 80 75 48lichil'

68 90 91 88
chii' 8 13 11 0

18 0 4 0
other 12 0 4 10

0 0 0 0
Eng and 0 8 7 11 43

14 10 4 13

4. y21.12Lw

67 36 100 39litso

80 90 92 96
tso 8 14 0 6

15 0 0 0
other 8 21 0 11

,

0 0 0
Eng and 0 17 29 0 44

0 10 8 4

5. blue

54 40 81 32dootl'izh
0 5 68 32

d6lii 13 0 4 0
0 20 0 0

phrase 0 20 4 5

82 55 4 44
other 17 13 7 14

6 0 11 0

Eng and 0 17 27 4 50
12 20 1 18 24
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6. orange

C G S T

litso 31 17 22 24
29 13 20 32

litsxo 19 25 35 12

8 12 11

litsNo . 0 13 0

52 4 24 7

li&wo 0 8 30 0

5 46 28 29
litho 6 8 0 6

0 8 0 7

Eng and:0 25 42 0 59

10 21 16 14

7. brc:wn

0 64 65 0dibelchii'
0 100 56 86

libah 44 9 30 11
: 0 16 5

nilhin 33 0 5

33 0 0

nishin 0 0 0 0

44 0 + 0 0

other 0 0 0 5

0 0 12 0

Eng and 0 22 27 4 79
11 0 16 9

8. green

dootl'izh 45 8 34 20
0 19 12 14

titl'id 0 17 41 0

0 0 62 0

phrase 34 0 7 10
100 67 4 75

other 0 8 14 5

0 4 8 0

Eng and 0 21 67 3 65
0 11 15 11

9. purple

10 29 22 26dootl'izh
0 7 8 4

tsididee 0 0 44 5

0 48 54 79

phrase 29 0 11 0

71 22 4 0

other 10 7 7 0

0 4 8 4

Eng and 0 52 64 15 68
29 19 25 13
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10. triangle

C G S T

txiigo deez'i 100 50 0 100
100 0 6 100

txiigo yistl'a 0 50 100 0

0 100 94 0

11. circle

nimaz 58 71 87 56
30 68 39 57

nizbas 42 29 13 45
70 32 61 43

12. tree

t'iis 50 82 68 80
76 95 91 70

gad 44 0 5 0

6 5 0 0
tsin 0 11 5 0

12 0 4 0
ch'il 6 11 23 20

6 0 4 30
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The terms for 'brown (7) also have regional distribution, with dibelchi
(referring to the color of brown sheep) used in Greasewood, Sanostee, and
Toadlena, and libah in Cottonwood and Sanostee. The latter term was rejected
for 'brown' by most judges for whom it means 'grey' or 'beige', but C and G
say they use it for 'brown' themselves.

Terms for 'blue', 'green', and 'purple' show developmental differences,
with doctl'izh used for all three by the students in the fall, and descriptive
phrases or specialized terms in the spring. Those used for 'green' and 'purple'
also patterned regionally. Students in Cottonwood, Greasewood, and Toadlena
generally learn to say ch'il bit'g4' nahalingo dootl'izh 'grue like a plai
leaf' for 'green' (8), while taatl'id 'moss' is used in Sanostee. This is
interesting because Ervin-Tripp reported in 1961 that among Navajos aged 17
to 70, the younger speakers did not know the word tatl'id, but used dootl'izh
instead. Since tatl'id is regularly reported in 19th century sources for both
Navajo and Apache, it has either survived only in the Sanostee area, or is
being revived there in the bilingual program.

In the case of 'purple' (9), the intentional introduction of tsididee
(one kind of purple plant) can be dated 1968, according to Paul Platero (p.c.),
with a decision made and first implemented at the Rough Rock School. In spite
of its rapid spread through the bilingual classrooms, tsididee is not known
as a color term even now by many adults. Some of the judges had not heard it
used, but all considered it appropriate if it were. The descriptive phrase
tsididee nahalingo doctl'izh 'grue like a kind of plant' was a frequent
response in Cottonwood spring interviews.

There was general agreement on most other terms which were elicited in
items 1-22. A major exception is txiigo deez'i and txiigo yistl'a for
'triangle' (10). All students in Cottonwood and Toadlena used the former,
and all but one in Sanostee used the latter. All students in Greasewood used
the latter in the spring, but were equally divided on their choice in the fall.
Since the triangle is not considered a basic shape in Navajo, this is an
example of two new terms in competition. Both are descriptive phrases, one
referring to a shape with three sides, and one to a shape with three angles.

Both nimaz and nizbas were used for 'circle' (11), with no apparent
regional patterning. Differences in the terms for 'tree' (12) are probably
due to different interpretations of what kind of tree is in the picture,
since there is no single term in Navajo. It is likely children first learn
the term for the tree most common in their region and apply it to others, but
that cannot be determined from these responses. The most common response is
t'iis 'cottonwood', which is also the most common term for adults to use
generically; 2 refers to 'juniper tree', tsin to 'wood', and ch'il to
'plant'. Individual students gave a few other responses, including nidishchi'
'ponderosa pine'.

Items 23-40 on the questionnaire included several pictures with a 'wagon'
or a 'table'. These were seldom used by students in the fall of the first
grade year, but learned in Navajo by spring. 'Baby' terms for wagon are
regional, with tsits'aa' or 'box' common in Greasewood and Sanostee, and

ts'aa' or 'horse basket' known only in the Cottonwood area. The most
common form by spring is tsinaab40 'wood rolls around'. 'Table' was one of
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the few English words used frequently, particularly in the fall. Many
children tried several times to pronounce bikii'adini in the taped sample, and
closer approximations were the result of adding syllables--from kaidAn, to
kia'adin, to kii'adini, to the target bikii'adini. A few kept going, to
bi7cUrcia7adini and even bikii'adaa'adini. The adult judges thought this was
quite normal, that children enjoyed 'playing with the sounds'.

Phonology

Segmentaa
Table XII indicates some of the differences in pronunciation which the

students exhibit. Initial [I] in /ti' 'horse' (1) is frequently articulated
as affricate [ti], as it is in 144choo'i 'dog' and lizhin 'black'. This was
judged 'baby talk' by adults, or 'the way people talk when they're just
learning Navajo'. Even more children use [ti] in the spring than fall, however,
suggesting this is not a developmental feature. 'Other' forms are tii
and sii, immature approximations of Ili'. This term and dootl'izh 'grue' (2)

indicate that the lateral and affricate series are not fully developed by age
six for some children, but are nearly so. Many students in the fall but not
the spring also substitute [t] or [s] for [ts], as in tinaaboas or sinaabgas
for tsinaabme 'wagon'. Quite common is a substitution of additional [I]'s for
[h]'s and even sibilants if there is one legitimate [1] in a phrase, as in
yitalAt'44' for yihallit'44"he played (the drum)'. This is a kind of
consonantal agreement rule which the adult judges considered quite typical of
immature Navajo speech.

The students' pronunciation of the final consonant in dootl'izh 'grue'

is overwhelmingly voiceless [sh]. Many in the fall use final s or [z],

indicating the final palatal is relatively late in acquisition. The devoicing
may indicate that [zh] is later still, or that the standardized spelling does
not represent actual usage. The investigator has heard many adults use [sh]
in this lexical item, but the judges for this project were quite insistant
that [zh] is correct.

Navajo does not make a taxonomic phonemic distinction between [u] and
[o], and the distribution has traditionally been attributed to 'free variation'.
The vowel of 'fire' (4) suggests there is some regional patterning, with [o]
more common in the eastern sites of Sanostee and Toadlena--at least in the fall.

Articulation of the vowel appears to be raised by spring. Information on
students' clan membership was collected in part to see if that factor might
reflect preschool interaction networks, and perhaps prove to be more salient
than region in the production of [u] vs. [o].

A total of 20 different clans were represented among those students for
whom this information is available (see Tables II-VI). Only three clans had

ten or more members in this population. Based on this limited sample we can
only conclude that this factor is one which should be taken into account in
any dialect survey which might be undertaken; no definitive statement is

warranted. The fourteen students whose mothers' clan is TO,dich'il'nii
'Bitter Water People' appear to be much more likely to use Lu] than [0],
whether they live in Cottonwood, Greasewood, or Toadlena; the eleven who are
Kin lichii'nii 'Red House People' also seem much more likely to use [u] than

[o], whether in Greasewood or Toadlena, and the ten Kin yaa'ianii 'Toweing
House People' seem much more likely to use [o] than [u], whether at Cottonwood
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TABLE XII

1. #1- of 'horse'(%)

NAVAJO PHONOLOGY

C G S T

Ili' 76 79 89 86
77 46 78 88

tlii' 5 21 7 14
9 50 11 13

other 19 0 4 0

14 4 11 0

2. -ti'- of 'blue'

97 100 97 100dootl'izh
79 83 97 100

dootlizh 3 0 0 0
19 13 0 0

doodlizh 0 0 0 0

0 4 0
doot'izh 0 0 3 0

0 0 3 0
doo'izh 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

3. -zh# of 'blue'

8 17 10 0dootl'izh
0 0 17 5

dootl'ish 62 33 33 43
100 100 72 95

dootl'is 31 33 43 57
0 0 0 0

dootl'iz 0 17 14 0
0 0 11 0

4. Vowel of 'fire'

33 22 11 22kit

29 28 45 40
kv 33 56 24 11

47 44 45 40
kg 33 11 65 67

18 16 9 20
kQ 0 11 0 0

6 12 6 0

5. Pronunciations of 'mouse' (order of frequency)

nalatImi

na'astegool (35)

ha'ats'svail (20)

na'avinsi (19)

na'astioNsi (2)

na'asch'Insi (2)

na'ashgqshi (1)

na'astosi (1) 36



6. Tone on future 'play' (%)

C G S T

ndiine' 77 87 60 71
10 77 47 69

ndiine' 8 0 0 7

55 5 0 0
ndiine' 8 7 40 0

10 10 32 31
ndiine' 8 0 0 21

10 0 21 8
!idling' 0 7 0 0

18 10 0 0

7. Tone on past 'play'

90 77 76 93naneent'e
79 90 81 79

naneent'e 0 0 16 0
14 0 14 13

naneent'e 0 23 0 0
0 5 0 8

naneent'e 5 0 0 7

7 5 0 0
naneent'e 0 0 8 0

0 0 0

8. Glottalization on past 'play'

-nt'e 0 0 17
20 4 23 10

-nde 100 100 '5 -00
60 87 73 9

-nde'e 0 0 8 0

20 9 5 0
Aneen4 36 20 20 33

26 0 5 13

9. Nasalization on present 'eat'

-y4 33 '00 96 100
10 92 96 100

-yi 67 0 4 J

90 8 4

0. 'boy holding stick'

13 40 20 33-441
73 64 88 56

-till 63 10 54 22
8 0 12 0

-jih 13 40 8 11
0 27 0 22

other 13 10 0 33
8 10 0 22

1. 'man and woman holding baby'

-teil 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0

-tiii 75 80 86 73
100 60 57 27

-tit' 0 0 10 2-
0 20 43 73

-kal 25 20 0 0

0 20 0 0

31
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C G S T

12. Vowel length on present 'eat'

-y4 87 86 92 100
24 17 8 14

-yoi 13 14 8 0

76 83 92 86

or Greasewood. It is very unlikely that this patterning reflects any historical
social dialect division which cross-cuts geographical residence. Rather, it is
felt that the fact children axe somewhat mobile may blur regional distinctions
in the data, and that since alternative caretakers to mother are usually
mother's mother or mother's sister, mother's clan membership might provide a
valid social category designation were variable rules to be formulated.

Consonant harmony
Terms for 'mouse' (5) indicate that the consonant harmony rule which

requires an agreement in palatalization is established by 6 years. Most
children say na'ats si but -s-s- and -st-s- are also possible. In fact,
a rather wide range o sounds is allowed in this position, but there are only
two violations of consonant harmony in the interviews, in which students say
na'ashchagsl, in violation of the palatalization agreement rule.

Suprasegmentala
With a few stable exceptions (most notably naadij 'corn', which virtually

every student pronounces the same--perhaps for religious reasons), there
is considerable variation in tone, glottalization, nasalization, and vowel
length.

Tone
The future as past (completive) forms of 'play' (6 and 7) are listed

in Table XII with an indication of the percentage of children who use each
tonal configuration- The adult target for the future is the first given,
ndiine' (A- future, -dii- inceptive, -ne' stem 'play'), but a higher percentage
use one of the other forms in the spring than do in the fall. Of particular
note are the all low ndiine' used by over half of the students in Cottonwood
in the spring, and thirnme, used by almost a third in both Sanostee and
Toadlena. This form occurred at least twice in each interview, almost always
with the same tones. It is most frequently used as a complete response in
itself, 'He is about to play', but its occurrence with an NP ending in a high
or low vowel does not make a significant difference: e.g., ashkii ndiine'
'The boy is about to play' and hiedhaa'i ndiine' The dog is about to play',
or ashkii ndiine' and letichaa'l ndiine' have equal frequency.

Tone on the past form naneinv4 (-Ave; is the past enclitic) is more
consistent, as can be seen in (7).

glottaigation
Glottalization in the past enclitic is not articulated by the children,

as can be seen in (8). Most who produce the nasal + stop cluster (64% of
total 'past') do not use a glottalized release that is audible on the tape,
although their glottalization of dootl'izh (2) is well established and often
quite forceful. All adult judges felt that glottalization is 'proper' in
that context, but the investigator believes this to be a variable feature
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in informal adult Navajo speech. The fourth entry, aneene, is an immature
form (also characterized as 'lazy talk'); one-fourth to one-third of the
children produced this for 'past' in the fall rather than a form with a
nasal + stop cluster.

NaiaZiaation
The verb 'eat' also occurs several times in each interview. The nasalized

stem -xi is considered the adult target, but students in Cottcnwood do not
nasalize the vowel. Among the others there appear to be regional differences
in degree of scope of nasalization. Several children from Sanostee nasalized
a full sentence if any nasal vowel (or consonant) is included, leading us at
first to speculate that it was due to a physiological condition. When asked
about this observation, adult judges confirmed that many people around
Sanostee and Red Rock 'talk through their noses', a characteristic that is
used in joking about them. Speakers in the western part of the reservation
have stronger aspiration and glottal closure, and 'sound harsher' than those
in New Mexico.

Even the children themselves are apparently quite aware of such regional
differences. The judge we have labeled F said his son lived with his grand-
parents for three years and thus learned a different regional variety of
Navajo than that spoken where they now live. The boy is back with his parents
and attending first grade, but the other children laugh at the way he speaks,
so he is refusing to use Navajo any more.

In the choice of verb stem for 'holding stick-like object' (10) and
'holding animate object' (11), adult targets -t61/ and -tee/ respectively,
it can be seen that most children have appropriately nasalized the vowel in
the first. Except for students in Toadlena (who seem to make no distinction
between the two), children appropriately do not nasalize the stem referring
to animate object. The vowel used is higher than the one considered the adult
target by judges, however, which suggests nasalization could well be a more
salient feature for children in verb stem alternation than vowel height.
The other responses in these items will be discussed below.

vogue Z Zength
Vowel length is a salient feature for adults in the stem for 'eat',

with - the target present (imperfective) form in these examples (12),
and -En

4
the unintended past (perfective). Since over three-fourths of the

students in each site use the 'incorrect' vowel length in the spring inter-
views, it might be reasonable to conclude that this is not a salient feature
in their language. Alternatively, this may represent a style they have developed
for answering questions in this type of formal elicitation context. Some of
the vowels are very long, and a few of the children even intone or chant
their responses. This further reinforces the interpretation of vowel length
as style, probably an artifact of the classroom question and response
proceedures.
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Morphology

Items 23-40 in the questionnaire were intended to alicit information on
the grammatical forms the children use. The morphemes which occurred
with anough frequency in the responses to allow reliable tabulation were rated
separately for each child, basing decisions of acceptability and grammaticality
on the responses of the adult Navajo judges. The following scores were assigned
for each morpheme:

5 if appropriate and acceptable for an adult.
3 if considered grammatical, but 'baby talk'.
1. if ungrammatical.

4 if the individual's usage included both adult (5) and immature (3) forms
2 if the individual's usage included both grammatical (3-5) and

ungrammatical (1) forms.

Since the judges did not agree (see section IV above), the higher score
was given to each if rated so by two or more of the seven adult Navajo speakers
(i.e., if two judges considered a form appropriate and acceptable for an adult
and the other five judges considered it 'baby talk', it was given the higher
score). This basis for scoring was used rather than a majority rule because
of the possibility that there would be regional differences in acceptability.
A single disagreement was discounted because individual judges were consistently
more or less 'harsh' in their judgments of what was grammatical (see Table IX,
p. 20). The lack of agreement among judges concerning the grammaticality
(and even meaning) of some utterances was an unexpected problem for this
aspect of the study, but otherwise of considerable interest. Further clarifi-
cation of the nature and extent of such disagreement will be forthcoming after
further investigation.

Many of the responses which were given to the English interview we r; made
in Navajo, and these were also counted if misunderstanding of the English
could not have biased the results. For example, if the question were asked
in Navajo, Ashkiish yaa of dii dzi? 'What is the boy going to do?'
and the response were in the present, the child would be rated 1 or ungramma-
tical with respect to the future morpheme. If the question had been asked in
English, on the other hand, and the response were in the Navajo present, it
was not counted at all with respect to future since the child could have
misunderstood the English tense in the question. If the English future
question were answered in the Navajo future, the child would be rated 5 for
the future morpheme in Navajo (providing it also occurred in zIther utterances
AS Appropriate), and given credit for at least receptive knowledge of the future
in English. A form was not counted at all if it was not used, unless its
omission made the response ungrammatical.

A clear order of acquisition for Navajo morphemes is suggested by the
graphs in Table XIII. Computing them first for individuals, and then
determining mean scores for each age level at each site, there were no
differences at all in the ordering of these ten morphemes from one school
to another in the fall, and only one was ordered dif2erently in one school
in the spring. There were no differences for boys and girls within each site
or across sites.
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TABLE XIII
ORDER OF NAVAJO MORPHEME ACQUISITION

1. Present V stem -da (in sidh)

5

4

3

2

1

2. Present V naane

5

4

_ -

3

2

1

3. si-perfective (in sidi)

5

4

3

2

1

4. Past V naaneenve'

5

4

3

2

1

5. Progressive prefix yoo-

5

4

3

2

1

6. Use of locative phrase

5

4

3

2

1

Age:

Fall

Spring

4.6 5.0 5.6 6.0 6.6 7.0

41

7.6 8.0 8.6 9.0
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7. Future V ridiine'

5

4

3

2

1

8. Postposition

5

4

3

2

36

9. Object prefix

5

4

3

2

1

10. Locative enclitic

5

4

3

2

1

Average

5

4

3

2

1

./

I

Age: 4.6 5.0 5.6 6.0 6.6 7.0 7.6 8.0 8.6 9.0

N Fall 1 1 13 35 24 6 2 1

N Spring 11 26 37 6 7 3 1
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The verb stem -di 'seated' (1) was used in responses to questions
23-26 Ashkiish hiadi sides? 'Where is the boy (seated) ?' This was most commonly
used with a locative phrase, such as tineabaas yidaahi sides 'in front of
the wagon'. Since an alternative grammatical response is the phrase only,
tsinaabaap yidaahi, the omission of the verb is not considered ungrammatical
(though unusual). The most immature response given to these questions was
kii da 'boy sit', but credit was still given here for the verb stem. (it

is important to note that this response was from one of the older children in
the sample, although judges said it sounded like a sentence that would be
used by a two year old.) The only errors in this item were verb stems that
were inappropriate for the question, such as in naane 'playing'.

The verb naane (2) was used in responses to questions 27-31, Ashkiish
yaa 'What is the boy doing?' and Aldhinish yaa naa ghi?

'What are the children doing?' The absence of any verb in these responses
was considered ungrammatical (very rare), and naani or ni were considered
immature forms of naane.

The si- perfective (3) occurs most commonly in response to questions
23-26, prefixed to -di, and its omission is considered ungrammatical. The
contracted sdi was judged immature by all adults, who remarked it would be
difficult for them to even pronounce it that way. All of the children use at
least the contracted form in the fall, except for the oldest in the sample.

The -rit'e' past enclitic (tone and glottalization described under
'phonology' above, see Table XII) occurs primarily with the verb 'play'(4),
in response to questions 32-33 Ashkiish haiit'l yaa naa ghii rit'e? 'What
has the boy been doing?' The use of present naane is considered ungrammatical,
and naaneene (without the d or t') an immature form. Because the youngest
children in the sample and all in the 'normal' age range for first grade use
at least the immature form of the past enclitic, it is assumed that it has
been acquired by age five. The fact that it is not used, or variably used,
by the older children who have been in school longer is thus taken as evidence
of regression. The older students would have had English-only instruction
since school entry, since these datr, vere collected during the first year of
first grade bilingual instructicA. :ince they are in a boarding school
context, Navajo would thus be used only with peers, suggesting the pidginized
'dormitory Navajo' which is commented on by native speakers (but remains
undescribed to our knowledge except for mention by Wilson in 1968 and in
Ding Biolta' Association 1973) may develop very early, and is the result of
language degeneration as well as incomplete learning.

The progressive prefix yosr occurs mainly with the verb stems meaning
'hold' (5) in response to questions 27 and 36. In the first a boy is holding
a stick (ashkii tsin dah yoott$,1) and in the second a man and woman are
carrying a baby (hastiin d66 asdzin aw441 dah yoolt441). In these contexts,
the sentence is considered ungrammatical if mar is omitted, and forms like
yitiikand hootiil are considered immature. Most children are using x227
at least some of the time by age 5.6, but regression is again evidenced by
older students. All use it quite consistently by the time of the spring
interview.

A locative phrase (6) should have been used in response to questions 23-26,
and any locative expression is given credit for this item. The youngest and
oldest children do not use any locatives in the fall, and those in the 'normal'
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age range for first grade have not fully acquired the structure. IL response
to Ashklish hiadi sidi? 'Where is the boy?', utterances like tsinaabaas
'wagon' or naane 'playing' are considered ungrammatical or inappropriate.

The future (7) might more appropriately be called an 'incipient
progressive', since Adiine"he is going to play' may be analyzed A- future,
-dii- is about to, -ne' play (imperfective), as in Leechaa'l
'He is about to start playing with the dog'. A response in the present to
a future question is considered ungrammatical, and diine' is considered
immature. The oldest subject in the fall did not respond to the questions
requiring future, so it may be assumed he at least recognized that something
other than the present would be required. None of the youngest students
used the future at the time of the fall interviews.

An appropriate postposition (8) is usually used by children who use
any locative phrase at all. The adult judges were looking at the stimulus
pictures themselves while rating the responses, and they accepted a great
variety of them. When describing a boy in a wagon, -kii 'top' was rejected,
for instance, and ts'aaji was considered incorrect for describing the boy in
front of the wagon because it answers how the boy is sitting, rather than
where. Judges disagreed about the postposition -tl'ii used to describe a boy
sitting under a table, with some thinking he would have to be covered, or
nearly so, as in ,a hole under the table or directly under its top. Since
-tl'ii was considered appropriate by some, full credit was allowed for its use.

Students were given credit for using either bi- or yi7 as an object
prefix in a locative phrase, although there were definite (but conflicting)
feelings among the judges that only one was correct in each case. (See
pp. 20-23 for some discussion of this disagreement. Additional information is
provided in the section on syntax below, and in our paper included as
Appendix D. More on this topic will be forthcoming.) The absence of any
object prefix is considered ungrammatical, but there is a systematic bias
in giving credit for some prefixes that may not actually be intended. If
the preceding noun ends in an [i], as in Bika'adini (yi)yaa sidi 'He is under
the table', it is assumed that the is there whether on the surface or not,
in accordance with native speaker intuitions. This is frequently disambi-
guated because of borrowing from English, which yields Table yaa sidi, and thus
no credit for the object prefix. Other unacceptable responses are AV._
for 'in it', because the A- means the boy is enclosed in something, and the
picture shows the boy sitting in an open wagon) and niyaa 'under you',
because it did not make sense to the judges in that context.

Few locative enclitics (10) are used by any students within the age
range represented, although they are required in some of the responses.
The enclitics -11, -di, -gil and -hi are all accepted, as in yidAiji sida
'he is in front of it'. The different meanings of these enclitics ('in the
direction', 'at the place', 'at the point') were all considered appropriate
for the picture. Enclitics judged immature included -dzi and (perhaps
intended as -11 and -hi), and 7E1 was considered ungrammatical in the contexts
in which it occurred.

Several other interesting observations may be noted about the children's
morphology, but none of the other items occurred with sufficient frequency to
allow placement in the order of acquisition which we have posited.
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A few children use the adverbial naa- 'again', as in 'He is going to play
again', but they are not sure where to put it in the morpheme sequence. All
of the following occur: naadiine, zinaadiine, and naagdline.

The animate-inanimate distinction in postpositions has not yet been
mastered, with LeedhoVi yee naane 'He is playing with the dog' fairly common.
Yee naane could be used appropriately only if the object were not alive.
The use of an animate form ya for 'with it' in Ashkii aweeshchfin yil naane
'The boy is playing with the doll', with the doll designatad as an animate
object, is considered appropriate usage for children, but not adults.

The choice of inappropriate forms for a particular semantic category is
one of the most common characteristics of children's speech, as opposed to
adult usage:

Ashkii tsinadbaas sides 'The boy is in the wagon'
fiyi 'He walked off'
Hastiin dc56 asdzin awee' dah yooltiil 'The man and woman are holding

the baby (like a stick)'

The ayi' meaning 'in' in 'The boy is seated in the wagon' should not be used
to refer to an open container like a wagon bed, but an enclosure, as mentioned
above. The iiyi means 'He walked off', but out of sight. That form is not
used by adults if they can still see the boy. The final verb stem in the next
example, -till, is appropriate for sticks, not animate objects, although it
might be appropriate if the baby were on a cradle board.

Several of the children's utterances were considered unacceptable because
of inappropriate number specification:

Tsin yoo4.12 'He is carrying a stick'
Aweeshchiin dil yoo/t1 'She's holding a doll'
Da'iiy64 'They (3 or more) are eating'
Aweeshchlin dc56 isaa' bikii'adini yaa sides 'The doll and drum are

under the table'

In the first example, the verb stem jj.12 indicates more than one, but the
picture shows a boy carrying only one stick. This is problematic because the
stick is forked; two of the judges felt a plural verb stem is appropriate for
a forked stick, and five did not. The plural form is used almost exclusively
by children from Greaaewood, so there may be some regional patterning to this
disagreement. The second example is inappropriate because two children with
two dolls are in the picture. This is also problematic because one of the
children is a boy; two of the judges said it would be acceptable to refer
only to the girl in the picture since boys don't play with dolls. There was
agreement among the judges that the third example is inappropriate because the
picture shows only two eating, and that the verb sidi in the final example
refers only to the doll; sinil should have been used to include the drum.

There was disagreement among the judges on the use of classifiers in
such utterances as Ashkii 1i1' bil yil(1)dlosh 'The horse is walking around
with the boy on it'. In this case, three said 1 is appropriate, three said
1 is appropriate, and one said it does not matter. Most children use some
classifier when one is needed, as in a causative, but the voicing remains
somewhat problematic.
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In general, there are few examples in which a stem change is required
for marking a change of aspect, but of these only about 20% are 'correct'.
The children are beginning to learn this aspect of the grammar, but it is
far behind the cliticized past in order of acquisition.

Syntax

Table XIV shows some of the characteristics of word order and agreement
exhibits in the children's speech. The clause types they use to express
locatives are tabulated in (1). The expanded sentence listed first is very
common at all sites except Cottonwood in the spring interviews, but is considered
unnatural by adult native speakers. It seems to be a reflex of classroom
procedure analogous to the English teacher's directive, 'Use a complete
sentence', and is evidence of a Navajo school register already developing
in. the bilingual program.

Item (2) indicates student performance on question 37, in which a compound
sentence is required in response, describing one cat eating and one playing.
Most children respond Moiii iyia nu5s1 maze 'Cat eat cat play', which is
acceptable, but judges felt a conjunction d66 'and' between clauses would be
more like adult speech. Some of the children, especially in the spring,
say Mcisl la' ayj dexi la'el naane 'Cat one eat and the other one play', which
is considered more mature. Many in the fall mention only one cat, saying
MOsi iyii naane, or M6si iyai d66 naane, which are considered immature
by most judges.

Confusion in the use of yi7 and bi- as object prefixes is very common.
The following examples are listed with their unintended meanings:

Tsinaabgas blyi' sidi 'The wagon is in the boy'
Ashkii bikii'adini blyaa sidi 'The table is under the boy'

yiA naa ghii 'He travels with the horse on him'
Ashkii bikii dah sidi 'The horse is sitting on the boy'
Ashkii aweeshchlin bi/ yolb4s 'The doll is pulling the boy'

One or more of the judges identified each of these as unacceptahlti because
y.17 should have been used instead of bi- or vice versa, but lack of agreement
among the adult Navajo speakers requires further investigation. The rule
which is generally given is that a bi- indicates the order is OSV rather than
SOV, or that the NP in initial position is the receiver of the action, and the
N' immediately preceding the verb is the doer. Thus in Ashkii aweeshchlin
bii 70/bas (lit: boy doll he it-is-pulling), the boy is identified as the NP
being i:alled and the doll as the agent. Additional complexities, especially
when two NPs are not present, are discussed in Perkins (1979) and Saville-
Troike and McCreedy (1979, included as Appendix D). Children's responses
suggest that they have not yet mastered this alternation.

Item (3) to (5) in Table XIV list some of the sentences in which children
use or bi-, in order of their frequency in response to questions 23-26 (3),
question 38 (4), and question 40 (5). Those utterances which have no mark in
front of them were considered grammatical by all judges, those with an * were
considered ungrammatical by all, and those with a ? were considered grammatical
by some judges and ungrammatical others. The basis for this disagreement
requires further research, but the younger children appear to use an invariant
bi-, perhaps generalizing from the possessive pronoun, or alternating bi- and 0.
When is used, it tends to be used for all object pronouns (including locatives:
and may even be overgeneralized to possessives, as in yiki'adini for biki'adini
'table'.
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TABLE XIV
NAVAJO SYNTAX

1. Ss 23-20s clause types

C G S T

S 0 LocP VP 1 28 13 4

21 61 58 69
0 LocP VP 13 41 47 22

26 26 15 20
LocP VP 12 15 19 14

11 0 0 0
0 LocP 28 3 11 26

19 9 16 2
LocP 38 15 9 28

19 2 8 1

VP 0 0 3 2

0 0 0 0
N 3 0 0 2

1 1 2 6
S LocP VP 0 0 5 2

3 0 0 2

2. Compound Sentence
e.g. Masi la' ayi d66 Ia'ei naane 'Cat one eating and the other playing'

2 subjects 48 67 58 21
75 87 83 86

3 subjects 0 0 0 0

0 0 11 0
2 verbs 80 75 73 26

94 87 100 86
dc SO 0 0 0 40

17 0 6 12

Alternation of bi- and yi-

3. 'The boy is (locative phrase) the wagon'

?ashkii tsinaabaos bidaahi (in front) sides
?tsinaabiis biyi (inside) sides
?tsinaabogs bikeedi (in back)
?tsinaabg4s biyi' (inside)
?tsinaabogs bikeedi (behind) sidi
?bikeedi (behind)
?ashkii biyaadi(under)
*ashkii yikeedi(behind) sides
?tsinaaboos yikeedi (behind)

4. 'The bc,1 is riding the horse' or 'The horse is walking with the boy on it'

ashkii bil yil(1)dlosh
bil yildlosh

ashkii 114, bil sizi 'the horse is holding him up while standing'
*ashkii 1. bikli dah sides
*14i. ashkii yikii dah sides
*41' ashkii bil yoldlosh

yil naaghi 'he travels around with the horse on him'
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5. 'The boy is pulling the doll in the wagon'
ashkii = boy
aweeshchlin = doll
tsinaabias = wagon
yil yooibgs = he is pulling it

as2:J(1i aweeshchlin yil yooibas
ashkii aweeshchlin tsinaab44s yil yooib4s
?ashkii yil yoolb.s
?aweeshchlin yil yoolb.s
?tsinaaba's yil yoolbos
?ashkii tsinaabaas aweeshchlin yil yoolbos
?aweeshchli yil yoolbos
*tsinaabas ashkii yil yoolbos
?awdeshchlin bil yooibas
*ashkii aweeshchlin bil yooibas
?ashkii bil yoolbas
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A few children are beginning to use the bi-/yi: alternation appropriately
for topicalization, as in the following examples. (These are reported in
broad phonetic transcription: rather than in standardized spelling. Note in
the first example that the Navajo object pronoun can refer to an English NP).

The boy leech04'1 bilaaneh 'The dog is playing with the boy'
Awee...mm...sdzga baa doltyil...hast44 baa niiya"Baby...the woman

is holding it...the man is looking at it'
D41 masi booyi 'That the cat is eating it'

Finally, a number of utterances exhibit other kinds of inappropriate word
order, including the following examples (broad phonetic transcription):

Ashkii naaneh leechaa'i 'Boy playing dig'
Ashkii sides adani yaa 'Boy seated table under'
Ashkii laadzi tsinaabaas sides 'Boy before wagon seated'
Tsinaaba4s bikedi side ashkii 'Wagon behind it seated boy'
Haan& gidi 'Playing kitty'
Ashkii kii'adini doll iyaad sides 'Soy table doll under seated'
Table triahi dollie d66 drum sinil 'Table under dollie and drum are'
Aweeshchlin tsinaabaas yazhi yil yolbas ashkii 'Doll wagon little with

it pulling boy'
Table yaa sides girl 'Table under seated girl'

Some of these are idiosyncratic, but some have clearly been influenced
by English. In the first, for instance, word order is SVO rather than SOV,
and in the second SVLoc instead of SLocV (though here 'under' still occurs
as a postposition within the locative phrase). In the third example the word
order is correct Navajo SLocV, but 'before' within the locative phrase has
bec!.me a preposition.

Such interference from English is much more common with the older students
in the sample, who have had more exposure to English, and have regressed in
their competence in Navajo grammar.
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VI. INTERACTION OF NAVAJO AND ENGLISH

Although not included as a task in our original proposal, we have
transcribed all English utterances as well as Navajo, and analysis of these
data and the mutual influence of the two languages on one another is in
progress. The following section is a preliminary report on these data.

Lexicon

In response to items 1 -22 on the questionnaire, children used appropriate
terms with the following distribution (Table XV). The mean number correct at
each site is listed by language and test date.

TABLE XV
CORRECT NAVAJO AND ENGLISH LEXICON ITEMS

Fall
Eng

Spring
Nav Nav Eng

Cottonwood 18.45 12.46 19.85 19.67
Greasewood 15.53 18.36 18.35 19.63
Sanostee 19.65 14.33 19.68 18.96
Toadlena 11.55 16.61 18.68 21.04

Based on individual students' responses in both languages, the following
pattern of lexical dominance may be inferred (Table XVI). Our criterion for
lexical dominance is two or more correct responses in one language over the
other.

TABLE XVI

Cottonwood (%)

LEXICAL DOMINANCE

Fall Spring

Navajo dominant 71 5

English dominant 10 11

Balanced 19 84

Greasewood (%)
Navajo dominant 7 5

English dominant 57 23

Balanced 31 73

Sanostee (%)
Navajo dominant 81 24
English dominant 12 8

Balanced 8 68

Toadlena (%)
Navajo dominant 29 0

English dominant 14 38

Balanced 57 63

The predominant trend in this aspect of language learning is toward a
balance in the number of lexical items known in each language, although the
Absolute gains in the second language are greater.
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Those children who knew some English color terms at the time of fall
testing exhibited some confusion among blue, green, and purple (generally
calling all blue, if they did), and yellow and orange (Table XVII). This
corresponds to the Navajo basic color categories, as described above (pp. 24-28).

TABLE XVII
INTERFERENCE IN COLOR CATEGORIES

(per cent of fall responses)

blue/green/purple
yellow/orange

C G S T
36 0 47 17
0 0 22 17

Fil,a children in Toadlena and one in Cottonwood continued to exhibit some
confusion in these English color distinctions in the spring, but all others
were making the appropriate distinctions.

Phonology

No apparent influence from English phonology was noted in the children's
pronunciation of Navajo. In the other direction, stops that occur in word final
position in English often appear as glottal stops, and voiced final stops
are generally devoiced (e.g. red -4 [rEt]). In some of these cases the
predictable vowel length before the voiced stop in English is maintained
even before the substituted voiceless stop.

Few consonant clusters occur in the English data, but the following
realizations were noted in initial position:

bl i [bel], [by], [bw], [p!], [pxl], [p91], [bI9]
br [bar], [bwl
gr [gw], [gwr:, [ger], [kr], [k-r]
tr [txr], [tli, [tw], [t'r], [tixr]

The following substitutions occur in final position:

nd i [n], [nt]
ks [9]

The following consonantal substitutions occur in response to questions
1-22 of the English interviews:

1 [w], [y], [d], [dz],
[w], [y], [h], [hr], [d], [x], 0

t [tf], [t'], [9]

b ' [P9], [P]

[1:3L [t], [9]
k -4 [9], [g], [tf], [k'], [tx]
h [x], [kx], 0
b [p]

Irch%T]: Efdi]
p [b], [p'], Its], [v], [t]
f -. [ph], [fw], [fl], [fr]
n - V
s -4 [p]
d [t], [9], [8]
m [mw]
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Navajo 1 is similar to the English 1 of let, and the children tend to
Pronounce all English l's the same way rather than altering the tongue
position as do speakers of English. English vowels are pronounced without
an off-glide in most instances. The most serious problems in the articulation
of English vowels seem (predictably to be [s] and [e], and distinguishing
among [u], [u], [o].

Morpho-syntax

Responses to items 23 - 40 were analyzed to determine which English
grammatical structures were used appropriately. Responses to questions
23 - 35 were generally given in a sing-song intonation, as if children were
participating in an ESL drill, but questions 36 - 40 elicited more natura
responses. In many of the cases where individuals exhibited variable usage,
the structure was produced in 23 - 35, and omitted where required in 36 - 40.
Table XVIII indicates the percentage of children in each group (fall and
spring) who always use an incorrect form (-), who always omit or avoid the
form (0), who sometimes use the form appropriately (X), and who always use
the form appropriately (+). The questions whie: are intended to elicit each
are noted in parentheses.

On preliminary inspection, there appear to be significant differences
in the relative difficulty of these structures for individual Children, and
for the four groups. Table XIX shows the order of consistently correct (+)
structures according to the mean score in the spring, but the high and low
range of subgroup means in the right column attest to the relative differences
in order and rate of learning.

What is represented here is, of course, not a list of morphemes, but
structures in which aspects of morphology and syntax are both involved:
e.g., the plural cats in response to question 37 is the most difficult
on the whole not only because Navajo nouns are not inflected for plural, but
because the singular noun is usually repeated in a compound sentence such as
the one elicited here.

Interference

Even preliminary analysis of the interrelationship of the English and
Navajo data show:; clear evidence of interference. Grammatical errors in each
language may be explained in terms of partially comparable structures in the
other language, as well as errors which are due to incomplete learning and
overgeneralization within each language. Unambiguous examples of interference
presented thus far include word order (see p. 42), the plural and compound
structures just mentioned, and the differential development of be forms in
English. A paper describing this last phenomenon ('The Be Creative') was
presented in 1979 to the American Association for Applied Linguistics, and is
included here as Appendix E.

Although it has been claimed that older learners of a second language
experience only limited and short-term interference in the area of morphology
and syntax, this is definitely not the case for Navajo children who start
learning English before they have mastered the grammar of their native language.
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TABLE XVIII
ENGLISH MORPHO-SYNTAX

A.

C G
'Fall Fall

Spring Spring

be
1. use of any be (23-31, 34-35, 36-40)

S

Fall
Spring

T
Fall

Spring

92 29 60 47
19 0 25 0

X 4 38 32 11
62 17 58 0

+ 4 33 8 42
19 83 17 100

2. appropriate be-ing (27-31, 36-40)
- 8 5 24 37

20 5 4 0
0 88 18 28 0

15 0 9 0
x 4 59 40 42

30 23 74 24
+ 0 18 8 21

35 73 13 76
3. appropriate NP be loc (23-26, 36-40)

4 20 44 11
33 5 29 4

0 92 40 48 58
15 5 25 4

x 4 25 8 37
38 41 38 20

+ 0 15 0 0
14 50 8 72

B. singular/plural distinction
1. plural N - children (30-31)

0 5 20 22
9 0 43 0

0 100 57 76 78
18 45 43 28

x 0 5 4 0
0 0 0 0

+ 0 33 0 0
73 55 14 72

2. plural N - cats (37)
- 20 0 0 0

29 0 0 0
0 80 95 100 100

67 96 96 100
X 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
+ 0 5 0 0

5 4 4 0
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3. singular N (all except 30-31, 37)
- 0

0

0 67
5

X 4

5
+ 29

0

0

19

0

0

0
81

0

8

52

13

0

17
48

0

0

56

0

0

0

44

90 100 63 100
C.,..^ V agreement with plural (30-31, 37)

- 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 100 80 92 100

43 65 92 28
X 0 20 8 0

52 35 8 72
+ 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0

D. past V inflection: -ed, was, has been -ing (32-33)
- 29 45 32 29

43 32 67 16
0 71 50 45 53

43 59 25 0

X 0 5 23 6

10 0 8 36

+ 0 0 0 12

E. future (34-35)
5 9 0 48

17 32 33 25

29 61 75 36
0 75 41 63 45

24 17 17 0

X 8 9 4 15

43 7 8 60
0 18 0 15

F. progressive -ing (27-31)
5 4 0

42 14 39 21
9 4 13 0

0 46 5 17 16

9 0 0 0

X 13 23 26 11

14 13 48 12
0 59 17 53

G. prepositional phrases (23-26)
68 83 39 88

1. appropriate preposition choice

0 14 12 5

5 0 8 0
0 96 29 68 32

10 0 17 0

X 0 33 12 47

19 57 63 32

4 j4 8 16



2. presence of object

C

0

10
0 96

10
X 0

14

4

3. placement
67

0

0
0 96

19
X 0

5

4

76
H. and

1.

(30-31, 36-40)
NP and NP

33
33

0 63
29

X 4

19

+ 0

G

0

0

30
0

10
4

60
96

0

0

38
0

10
4

52

96

14
17

67

61

10
9

10
19 13

2. and conjoining clauses or VPs
- 4 33

33 74
0 88 43

38 26
X 0 5

0 0

+ 8 19

29 0

TABLE XIX
ORDER OF + RESPONSES

1. use of singular N
2. placement of prepositional phrases
3. presence of object in PP
4. progressive -ini
5. use of any be
6. plural N - Children,
7. appropriate be-ing
8. appropriate NP be loc
9. NP and NP
10. past V inflection
11. appropriate preposition Choice
12. and conjoining clauses or VPs
13. plural N - cats
14. future 54

Mean

48

S

0

T

0

0 0

68 32

17 0

0 21
13 8

32 47
71 92

0 0

4 0
80 42

21 0

0 0

0 4

20 58
75 96

0 0

38 8

96 63
46 0

0 0

13 12

4 37
4 80

12 11

88 76

80 68

8 4

4 0

0 8

4 21
4 12

Range
L H

88.25 S 63 G,T 100
85.75 S 75 G,T 96
81.5 C 67 G 96
69.5 S 39 T 88
54.75 S 17 T 100
53.5 S 14 C 73
49.25 S 13 T 76
36.0 S 8 T 72
29.0 S 4 T 80
15.5 S 0 T 48
13.0 C 4 G 24
11.25 G 0 C 29
3.25 T 0 C 5

3.25 S 0 C
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VII. CONCLUSION

This study has achieved its goal of transcribing and analyzing taped
interviews with 108 Nay jo first grade students: 160 interviews recorded in
the fall of 1970 (84 in Navajo, 76 in English) and 187 recorded in the spring
of 1971 (93 in Navajo, 94 in English,. Aspects of Navajo children's phonology,
lexicon, and grammar which differ according to age and geographic location
have been identified, as well as interaction phenomena in the development
of Navajo and English.

It is hoped that these findings will provide a basis for further study
of regional, developmental, and social variation in Navajo and related
languages. Three major shortcomings in the data which were available have
limited the possibilities for interpretation:

1. The lack of a dialect survey of adult Navajo speech, so that apparent
regional and developmental differences in the children's language
could not be compared with adult norms in their areas. The extensive
disagreement found in native sneaker judgments requires further
research, and suggests there may be significant differences among
Navajo speakers in grammatical, as well as phonological and lexical
features of their language.

2. While the age range within the population studied ranged from
5.0 to 9.0, data from the youngest and oldest children were very
limited. Information on Navajo language ievelopment in the preschool
years is needed, from a sample including subjects who are acquiring
language(s) in both monolingual and bilingual home contexts. Research
on older students' Navajo would also be important for understanding
the regression phenomena discovered in the older children's Navajo
language use. The sample for such a study should include students
in both bilingual and English-only educational programs, and in
boarding school and day school contexts.

3. The structured interview format used for this study provided comparable
data across sites, but research is needed on children's language use
in more natural contexts, and with peers as well as adult interviewers.

One significant finding reported here concerning the acquisition of Navajo
which is of critical importance to the education of these children, and to the
continued viability of their native speech community, is that students from
the same home language background who have had a year or two of English-only
instruction know less Navajo grammar than do younger children in their first
year of school--and their English is no better than that of the younger
children by the spring testing date. This finding suggests that schools might
well postpone adding further complexity to the language learning process by
postponing the introduction of a second language until after the primary years.
Present educational practices for Navajo children are apparently leading to
subtractive Lilingualism at best, and to semilingualism for many.

This study demonstrates that Navajo children have clearly not mastered all
of Navajo grammar by the time they enter school. While they control common
perfective and imperfective verb forms and the past enclitic, adverbial and
aspectual prefixes are just being learned, as are the use of appropriate
locative phrases and appropriate stem selection for number, gender, and semantic
category. A strong native language arts component is needed in the school
curriculum, as well as adult Navajo language models in the boarding school
environment, if full adult competence in the language is to he achieved.
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APPENDIX A
PICTURES USED WITH INTERVIEWS

(ColOred sheets of construction paper were used with Qs 1-9.)
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Name of rater

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NATIVE SPEAKER JUDGMENT"

Mailing address

Social Security Number

Where did you grow up (where was your home during childhood)?

4MM, NO .11MIMM

Several student responses are listed for the following questions.
Please circle the appropriate letter for each:

A. Acceptable and appropriate for an adult speaker.

B. Appropriate for a child, but aot an adult.

C. Not acceptable or appropriate for child or adult.

If you circle B or C, please indicate what part of the sentence is not like
an acceptable adult response.
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23. Ashkiish hiadi sidi? (Picture of boy in wagon)

A B C 1) ashkii tsinaabos yii' sidi

A B C 2) ashkii tsinaabew iyi' sidi

A B C 3) atIlkii tsinaabos biyi' sidi

A B C 4) tsinaabsos yii' sidi

A B C 5) tsinaabso yii' di

A B C 6) tsinaab44s biyi' sidi

A B C 7) ii' sidi

A B C 8) kiidi

A B C 9) naani

10) Words for 'wagon'

A B C a) tsinaabo4s

A B C b) chinaab4os

A B C c) sinaaboqs

A B C d) tinaS.b44s

A B C e) 140
A B C f) tsitsaa'

A B C g) ts'aa'

A B C h) 44 ts'aa'

11) Words for 'boy!

A B C a) ashkii

A B C b) shkii

A B C c) kii

12) Words for 'seated'

A B C a) sidi

A B C b) sti

A B C c) di

A B C d) sinda

A B C e) shinda



24. Ashkiish hiadi sidi? (Picture of boy in front of wagon)

A B C 1) ashkii tsinaabos yidaayi sidi

A B C 2) ashkii tsinaabos bidaayi sidi

A B C 3) ashkii bidaayi sidi

A B C 4) tsinaabos bidaayi sidi

A B C 5) tsinaabos bilia sidi

A B C 6) tsinaabos biliidi sidi

A B C 7) ashkii tsinaabos ilaadi sidi

A B C 8) ashkii tsinaabags illaji sidi

A B C 9) ashkii tsinaabos illdzi sidi

A B C 10) ashkii tsinaabos naidzi sidi

A B C 11) ashkii tsinaabos dlii sidi

A B C 12) ashkii tsinaabos yiigha sidi

A B C 13) ashkii tsinaabos diayi

A B C 14) yidaaji sidi

A B C 15) ne'i sidi

A B C 16) tsinaibos illaji

A B C 17) tsinaabos laaji

A B C 18) tsinaabos illadzi

A B C 19) tsinaabos idaaji

A B C 20) tsinaabos bidaaji

A B C 21) tsinaabos ts'aaji

A B C 22) tsinaabos idiadlo
0A B C 23) bidiadi

A B C 24) yisdaidi

A B C 25) biyaago
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26. Ashkiish hiadi side? (Picture of boy under table)

A B C 1) ashkii bikii'adini iyaadi side

A B C 2) ashkii bikia'adini biyaa side

A B C 3) ashkii bikii'adini yiyaa sidi

A B C 4) ashkii yaa side

h B C 5) ashkii bikii'adini itrie side

A B C 6) ashkii bikii'adini sidi

A B C 7) ashkii bikei'adini triedi sidi

A B C 8) bikii'adini biyaa side

A B C 9) bikii'adini iyaa sidi

A B C 10) bikii'adini iyaadi sidi

A B C 11) bikaa'adini biyaadi side

A B C 12) bikii'adini diyaa side

A B C 13) iiyaa sidi

A B C 14) niiyaa sidi

A B C 15) biyaadi side

A B C 16) biyaa ni' side

A B C 17) bikii'adini yaa

A B C 18) bikei'adini iyaa

A B C 19) bikii'adini biyaa

A B C 20) bikii'adini bitrait

A B C 21) bikii'adini side

A B C 22) bikii'adini biyaagi

A B C 23) bikii'adini triene'

A B C 24) bikii'adiml iyaadi

A B C 25) bikii'adini biyaadi

A B C 26) bikii'adini diyaadi
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27. Ashkiish ha'at'ii yaa naaghAy (Picture of boy holding stick)

A B C 1) ashkii tsin

A B C 2) ashkii tsin dah yooti41

A B C 3) ashkii tsin needi tiih

A B C 4) ashkii tsin yil'ih

A B C 5) ashkii tsin Alich

A B C 6) tsin dah yoot4i1

A B C 7) tsin yoot::171.

A B C R) tsin naatUl

A B C 9) tsin neiti41

A B C 10) ashkii tsin yinitl'ih

A B C 11) ashkii tsin yinilgh

A B C 12) ashkii tsin

A B C 13) tsin nei tyin

A B C 14) tsin nei til

A B C 15) ashkii tsin dah yoojih

A B C 16) tsin dah yoojih

A B C 17) tsin yoojih

A B C. 18) tsin jih

A B C 19) naane

A B C 20) ashkii tsin yilnaane

A B C 21) ashkii..ni

A B C 22) dadii dzi'

A B C 23) niidii dzi°

28. Ashkiish ha'it'il yaa naaghi? (Picture of boy eating)

A

A

A

A

A

A

29. Ashkiish ha'it'il yaa naaghi? (Picture of boy playing with blocks)

naane

naani

daane'e yee yaa naaghi

daane'i yee naane

dtanaani

B C 1) ashkii ayi

B C 2) ashkii iY4

B C 3) ashkii yi

B C 4) aYi

B C 5) iyi

B C 6) iighi

A 3 C 1)

A B C 2)

A B C 3)

A B C 4)

A B C 5)
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3C idhinish ha'at'ii yaa ,d'atash? (Picture of boy and playin9 witn doll,

A B C 1) aldhini awees%chlin yee naane

A B C 2) alchini naane

A B C 3) ashkii d66 Weed naane

A B C 4) ashkii at'eed naane

A B C 5) awegshchiin yee naane

A B C 6) aweeshchlin naane

A B C 7) naane

A B C 8) naani

A B C 9) daani

A B C 10) as laa naane

A B C 11) awegshchlin dilyooltiil

A B C 12) awieshchiln diyootyg

A B C 13) awegshchlin niltye

A B C 14) awegshchlin yiltye

A B C 15) awee 65.6 ashkii niltgh

A B C 16) ani yaana'ash

A B C 17) laana eyaa naane

31. Aichinish ha'it'il yaa -laa'aash? (Picture of boy and girl eating)

A B C 1) eadhini iiyii

A B C 2) ashkii d66 at'egd iyig

A B C 3) ashkii at'eed iiyia

A B C 4) ch'iyiin

A B C 5) aygi

A B C 6) iiyii

A B C 7) eeyig

A B C 8) laa ay

A B C 9) da' iiY44

A B C 10) ayig bahadi

A B C 11) yii
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32. Ashkiish ha'at'il yaa naaghie rit'ee'? (Picture of boy walking away from blo

A B C 1) ashkii tsin yee naanee

A B C 2) ashkii yee naanee rivee'

A B C 3) ashkii tsin yazhi ne

A B C 4) ashkii naanee

A B C 5) tsin naaz4 ni'

A B C 6) naanee rivee'

A B C 7) naanee nee'

A B C 8) naane'

A B C 9) naanee rivee' dah diilwod

A B C 10) naanee rivee' dah diiyi

A B C 11) hooneeni

A B C 12) kó naazne'

A B C 13) iiyi

A B C 14) daane'e yaa naaghii

33. Ashkiish ha'it'il yaa naaghei rit'ee'? (Picture of boy standing by drum)

A B C 1) ashkii isaa' ni2aa Avee'

A B C 2) ashkii isaa' yinaanee twee'

A B C 3) ashkii isaa' yeenaanee rivee'

A B C 4) ashkii isaa' yaa t'ee'

A B C 5) ashkii naanee rivee'

A B C 6) naanee

A B C 7) naanee nee'

A 8 C 8) isaa' yilainee

A B C 9) isaa' yilalnee

A B C 10) isaa'

A B C 11) isaa' ilalnee'

A B C 12) lei lalnee'

A B C 13) lai rivee'

A B C 14) isaa' tlaane
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34. Ashkiish ha'it'll yaa nidiidzi? (Picture of boy with blocks)

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

ashkii daani'e yee Adiine'

daani14 yee Adiint.

naane'e yee Adiine'

ashkii Adine'

ashkii naane

kii ne'

A B C _7) Adiine'

A B C 8) naa Adiine'

A B C 9) tsin daani

A B C 10) tsin diini

A B C 11) Adline'

A B C 12) Adaane'

A B C 13) diine'

A B C 14) naaneine

A B C 15) naanie yaa ndiidzi

35. Ashkiish ha'it'li yaa nidiidzi? (Picture of boy with dog)

ashkii liech411 yilAdline'

leicha411 yilAdiine'

liech0411 LAdiine'

liechaCi. yilnaani'

leich4'i yeenaand'

liech44'1 laani.

leich44.1 bilaani.

litech3411 yilaani1

ashkii liedhaVi yilaane'

ashkii laane'

leicha411 laane'

liedhgo'i diinel

ashkii naani'

ashkii naani.

leichaVi yaa naaghii

leicho'l yiyaa naaghii

aechafq. laghii

leech-44'i yaa Adiidzi

leich44'i yil

A B C 1)

A B C 2)

A B C 3)

A B C 4)

A B C 5)

A B C 6)

A B C 7)

A B C 8)

A B C 9)

A B C 10)

A B C 11)

A B C 12)

A B C 13)

A B C 14)

A B C 15)

A B C 16)

A B C 17)

A B C 18)

A B C 19)
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36. Diish dait'lego naash ch'a4 bee shil holne'? (Picture of and
holding baby)

A B C 1) hastiin d66 asdzin awee' dah yooltitl

A B C 2) hastiin d66 asdzin awil' dah yoolteAl

A B C 3) awee' ama dah yooltttl

A B C 4) ama awee' dah yoolttil

A B C 5) ama awee' yoolttil

A B C 6) awee' ama yootial

A B C 7) awee' ama yootlal

A B C 8) awee' biml dayiltttl

A B C 9) awee' nayooItttl

A B C 10) awee' dah yooltttl

A B C 11) azhl'l d66 ama d66 awee'

A B C 12) awee' ama azh4'4

A B C 13) bib sindl

A B C 14) hastiin sizni

37. Diish daitsiego naash ch'aa bee shit hOlne'? (Picture of a cat eating and
a cat playing)

A B C 1) mosi iyii d66 !noel naane

A B C 2) mosi iyia mosi naane

A B C 3) mosi iyaa mosi la'a naane

A B C 4) mosi la'a iyii mosi naane

A B C 5) mosi la' iyai !Kiel la' naane

A B C 6) mosi la' iyai la'i naane

A B C 7) mosi la' iyai la naane

A B C 8) mosi iyai d66 naane

A B C 9) la' mosi iyi4 le'44 mosi iya naane

A B C 10) mosi iyai naane

A B C 11) mosi iyia d66 la' naane

A B C 12) mosi iyai naane

A B C 13) mosi naane

A B C 14) mosi jool yaa naane

A B C 15) mosi daa idli
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38. Diish d t'iego naash ch' bee shil holne'? (Picture of boy on horse)

A B C 1) ashkii 244' yikii dah sidi

A B C 2) ashkii dah sidi

A B C 3) ashkii kii dah sidi

A B C 4) ashkii 44' kaidi sidi

A B C 5) ashkii 44' kii sidi

A B C 6) ashkii 44, nkii sidi

A B C 7) ashkii 244' 1- _idlc,

A B C 8) ashkii 44 biliildlosh

A B C 9) ashkii 44 lildlosh

A B C 10) 244' bilildlosh

A B C 11) li4' ashkii bilildlosh

A B C 12) káá kii dah sidi

A B C 13) 144' kii dah sidi

A B C 14) 244' ashkii káá dah sidi

A B C 15) ashkii 44' sizzi

A B C 16) ashkii 44, bilsizzi

A B C 17) ashkii 44, bililiwol

A B C 18) ashkii 44' liliwol

A B C 19) 44' bililowol

A B C 20) 244' iluwol

A B C 21) 244' yinaaghia

A B C 22) 44' yilnaaghii

A B C 23) 44, naani

A B C 24) 44' yee naan4

A B C 25) 144' yop

A B C 26) ashkii d66 144'

A B C 27) 44' bilgih
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39. Diish dait'ee_go naash ch144 bee shilh6lne'? (Picture of dram and doll
under a table)

A B C 1) aweishchiin d66 isaa' bikia'adini yaa sidi

A B C 2) aweishchlin d66 isaa' bikailadini yaa sinil

A B. aweeshchiln d66 isaa' bikii'adini yaadi sinil

A B C 4) aweishr. bikia'adini yaa sidi

A B C 5) aweishchiin bikaa'adini yiyaa sidi

A B C 6) aweishchiln bikailadini biyaa sidi

A B C 7) awieshchlin bikii'adini" iyaadi sidi

A L 8) awee- - *Ilaadi sidi

A B C 9) aweeshchlin bikailadini tl'aaji sidi

A B C 10) aweeshchlin bikia'adini sinil

A B C 11) aweeshchlin isaa' bikailadini biygi sidi

A B C 12) aweeshchlin d66 isaa'

A B C 13) sidi

A B C 14) bikii'adini yaadi sidi

A B C 15) bikii'adini biyaa sidi

A B C 16) isaa' bikailadini iyyaji

A B C 17) isaa' bikiadi

A 73 C 18) isaa' bikii'adini iyai

A B C 19) bikii'adini iyia

A B C 20) bikia'adini biyaidi

A B C 21) bikii'adini yaa aldieshchlin sidi

A B C 22) aweishchiin bikaicadini bikliadi



40. Dilsh dait'iego naash ch'i:.4 bee shit kg:Sine'? (Picture of boy pulling
doll in wagon)

A B C 1) ashkii awieshohlin tsinaabggs

A B C 2) ashkii tsinaabggs aweishchlin

A B C 3) ashkii tsinaabggs aweishchiln yoibgs

A B C 4) ashkii tsinaabggs aweishchlin

A B C 5) tsinaabggs ashkii aweeshchiin yiloibgs

A B C 6) aweishchiln tsinaabags yiloibgs

A B C 7) ashkii tsinaabggs aweeshdhiin niibgs

A B C 8) ashkii tsinaabggs aweeshchlin yilnilbgs

A B C 9) aweishohiin tsinaabggs yob

A B C 10) ashkii tsinaabggs yoibgs

1) ashkii tsinaabggs

A B C 12) ashkii tsinaabggs niiyoibgs

A B C 13) ashkii awieshchlin biloibgs

A B C 14) ashkii aweishchlin yilcabgs

A B C 15) aweishohlin yiloibgs

A B C 16) aweeshohlin biloibgs

A B C 17) aweeshohlin ycabgs

A B C 18) tsinaabggs

A B C 19) tsinaabg4s yobolts

A B C 20) ashkii weeshohlin yiinaani

A B C 21) ashkii yilorelogs

A B C 22) ashkii

A B C 23) yilolbgs

A B C 24) ashkii tsinaabggs yii yiIolbgs

A B C 25) tsinaabggs ashkii yiloibas



1. red

A B C 1) lichW
A B C 2) Lichid.'

A B C 3) lichii'

A B C 4) Litsii'

A B C 5) tlits4

A B C 6) lichii'd

A B C 7) Chili

A B C 8) dichii'

A B C 9) litso

2. yellow

A B C 1) litso

A B C 2) tlitso

A B C 3) litswoh

A B C 4) litsogo

A B C 5) tso

A B C 6) lich6

A B C 7) lichwo

A B C 8) tlichwoh

7. orange

A B C 1) litso

A B C 2) litsxo

A B C 3) litswoh

A B C 4) licho

A B C 5) lichwoh

A B C 6) tsxoh

A

5.

B C 7)

brown

liecha nanddiitl'i

A B C 1) dibelchi'

A B C 2) denldh44,

A F C 3) belch

A B C 4) nbelchi'i

A B C 5) nilin

A B C 6) libah

A B C 7) dibelchligo nasts'44'

A B C 8) debelchii nano lichiP so



6. green

A. B C 1) dootl'ish

A '3 C 2) tsedidee

A B C 3) dhididee

A B C %) litl'iz

A B C 5) taatl'id

A B C 6) taditris

A B C 7) taitl'in

A B C 8) ch'il bit'aa'

A B C 9) ch'il bit'aa' nahalengo nashch'w

A B C 10) ch'il bit'aa' nahalengo

A B C 11) ch'il bit'aa' nahano

A B C 12; ch'il bit'aa' naaloo dootl'ish

A B C 13) ch'il nahalw dootl'ish

A B C 14) ch'il binahalini dootl'ish

3. blue

A B C 1) dootl'ish

A B C 2) dootl'izh

A B C 3) dootl'is

A B C 4) tsedidee

A B C 5) litsil'

A B C 6) lichil'

A B C 7) tiitiin

L B C 8) tl'iis

A B C 9) cladli

A B C 10) doodli nahaningo dootl'ish

A B C 11) d661i nahalw dootl'ish

A B C 12) didlaa naadoottish

A B C 13) to dootl'ish

A B C 14) de5tl'ish naano

A B C 15) dootl'imaz

4. black

A B C 1) lizhin

A B C 2) tlizhin

A B C Lizhingo

A B C 4) lizhinoh

A B C 5) tsizhin Si



8. purple

A B C 1) tsididee

A B C 2) dootl'ish

A B C 3) tsidi

A B C 4) doOli

A B C 5) tsididie nahalingo dootl'ish

A P C 6) tsididei nahaloo dootl'ish

A B C 7) tsididie naaloo dootl'ish

A B C 8) tsididei n.Anoo dootl'ish

A B C 9) tsididei nastsW

A B C 10) tsididie naschw

A

9.

B C

white

11) ti' tsididee

A B C 1) ligai

A B C 2) gai

A B C 3) liko

A B C 4) ligaigo

A

15.

B C

tree

5) jigai

A B C 1) t'iis

A B C 2) ch'il

A B C 3) ch'in

A B C 4) digah

A B C 5) t'iis

A

13.

B C

horse

6) gad

A B C 1)

A B C

19. cla

2) t1W

A B E 1) iiichWi

A B C 2) tleichn'i
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS OF NATIVE SPEAKER JUDGMENTS

23. Ashkiish hiadi sidi? (Picture of boy in wagon)

1. tsinaabgos yii' sidi (4)
A -ABCDEFG

2. ashkii tsinaab44 yii' sidi (1)
A -ABCDEFG

3. ii' sidi (7)
A -ABCEFG
B - D

4. ashkii tsinaabop biyi' sidi (3)
A - E F
B -BDG
C - A C

5. tsinaab44s yii'di (5)
A - E
B -BCDFG
C - A

6. tsinaab44s biyi' sidi (6)
A - B F
B -DEG
C - A C

7. ashkii tsinaab44s iyi' sidi (2)
B -ADEF
C -BCG

8. naani (9)
B - D E
C -ACFG

9. kiidi (8)
C -ACDEFG

10. 'wagon'
a. tsinaaboos (a)
A -ABC DEFG

b. sinaab40s (c)
A - C D
B -ABEFG

c. chinaab44s (b)
B -ABCDEFG

d. tinaaboas (d)
B -BCDEF
C - A G

e. logo (e)
A - B
B - C G

f. tsitsaa' (f)

A - B
B - D
C -ACEFG

g. ts'aa' (h)

A - B
B - F
C -ACDEG

h. ts'aa' (g)

B - D
C -ABCDFG

11. 'boy'

a. ashkii (a)
A -ABCDEFG

b. shkii (b)
A -CFG
B -ABE
C - D

c. kii (c)
B -CDEFG
C - A B

12. 'seated'
a. sidi (a)
A -ABCDEFG

b. sti (b)
A - G
B -ABCDF
C - E

c. di (c)
B -CDEFG
C - A

d. sinda (d)
A - B
B - E
C -ACDFG

e. shinda (e)
B - B
C -ACDEFG
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24. Ashkiish haadi sides? (Picture of boy in front of wagon)

1. yidaaji sides (14) 16. ashkii tsinaabao ilaadi sides (7)
A - B C E F G A - B
B - D B - D G
C - A C -ACE F

2. ashkii tsinaabo4s yligha sidi(12) 17. ashkii tsinaab44s illdzi sides (9)
A -BCEFG B -EEG
B - D C -ACD
C - A 18. tsinaabw ts'aaji (21)

3. ni'i sidi (15) B -EFG
A -CDG C -ACD
B - A E F 19. tsinaabg4s biLiA sides (5)

4. ashkii tsinaab#4s yidaayi sidA(1) B - D G
A -BCEF C -ACEF
B - D G 20. yiskAi
C - A B - C G

5. tsinaa4os idaaji (19) C -ADEF
A - B E . 21. ashkii tsinaab44s niAdzi sidA (10)
B - A C D F G B - D

6. bidai.ji (23) C -ACEFG
A - B G 22, tsinaabiLls illadzi (18)
B - D E F B - E
C - A C C -ACDFG

7. ashkii tsinaab4gs ilaadi sid(8) 23. ashkii bidaayi sidA (3)
A - B B - F
B -CDFG C -ABCDEG
C - A E 24. ashkii tsinaaboo dAayi (13)

8. tsinaab4.4s illaji (16) B - E
A - B C -ABCEFG
B -CDFG 25. tsinaab44s idialo (22)
C - A E C -ACDEFG

9. tsinaab44s laaji (17)
B -BCDEFG
C - A

10. tsinaab40 bidaaji (20)
A - D E
B - F
C -ACG

11. tsinaab40 bidaayj. sides (4)
A - B
B -DFG
C -ACE

12. tsineabw bi1AAdi sides (6)
A - E
B - D G
C -ACF

13. ashkii tsinaabw dlii sides (11)
B -DEFG
C - A C

14. biyaago (25)
A - B
B -DEF
C -ACG

15. ashkii tsinaab4gs bidaayi sides (2)
A - F
B - D G
C -ABCE
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25. Ashkiish hiadi sides? (Picture of boy in back of wagon)

1. tsinaabos yine'di sides (12)
A -ACEF
B - D

2. 1121(5 (25)

A -DEFG
B -ABC

3. tsinaal s bine'ji sides (11)
A -BDEF
B - G
C - A

4. tsinaabos yikeedi (17)
A -BCF
B -DEG
C - A

15. ine'di sides (24)
A - E
B -CDG
C - A F

16. tsinadbos bine'di sides (7)
A - B E
B - D
C -ACFG

17. tsinaabos bine' (19)

B -ADEFG
C - B C

18. tsinadbos kee' sides (10)
B -CDEFG
C - A B

5. ashkii tsinaabos ikee'di sides (1) 19. tsinadb44s ne' sides (13)
A - B F B -ABEG
B -CDEG C -CDF
C - A 20. tsinadbos bine'd44' sides (6)

6. ashkii tsinaabos ine'dii sides (4) A - D
A - B F
B -ACDE
C - G

7. ashkii tsinaabos kee'di sides (3)
A - E
B -BCDFG
C - A

8. tsinaabos ikee'di sides (8)
A - F
B -CDEG
C - A

9. tsinadbos bikeedi sides (9)
A -BEF
B - D
C -ACG

10. tsinaabos bitsttgo sides (14)
A -BDE
B - F
C -ACG

11. kee'di sides (23)
A - B
B -CDEFG
C - A

12. ashkii tsinaabos bikee'di sides (2)
A - E F
B - B D
C -ACG

13. ashkii tsinaabos bine'dzi sides (5)
B -ABDEFG
C - C

14. tsinadbos tsi4go sidi (15)
B -BCDEFG
C - A

C -ACEFG
21. tsinadbos bine' sides (16)

B - D F
C -ACEG

22. daajigo (22)
B - B F
C -ACDEG

23. ashkii yikeedi sides (18)
C -ABCDEFG
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26. Ashkiish hAadi sidA? (Picture of boy under table)

1. ashkii bikii'adAni yiyaa sidA (3) 17. liyaa sidA (13)
A -ABC DLFG

2. bikAA'adAni i3aa (18)
A- C E F 6
B - A D

3. bikAA'adAni iyaadi (24)
A -CEFG
B - A D

B -DEF
C -ABCG

18. bikAA'adAni yaa (17)
B -CDG
C -ABEF

19. ashkii bikAA'adAni biti'AA'i sides (16)
B - D E

4. ashkii bikAA'adAni iyaadi sidA (1) C - A C F G
A -BCFG 20. bikAA'adAni bitl'ii/ (20)
B - A D E B - A D

5. ashkii bikAA'adAni ti'AAdi sidA (7) C - C E F G
A -AEFG
B -BCD

6. bikAA'adAni iyaa sidA (9)
A -BCEG
B -ADF

7. bikAA'adAni iyaadi sidA (10)
A -CEG
B -ADF

8. bikAA'adAni biyaadi (25)
A -BDEF
B - A
C - C G

9. bikAA'adAni biyaa (19)
A - D E
g - A E
C - C G

10. bikAA'adAni biyaagi (22)
A - E F
g - A D
C - C G

11. bikAA'adAni ti'Aine' (23)

A - F

B -BCDEG
C - A

12. biyaadi sidA (15)
A - B E
B - G
C - A. C F

13. ashkii bikAA'adAni yaa sidA (4)
B -CDEFG
C - A B

14. bikAA'adAni biyaadi sidA (11)
A - E
B - D
C -ACFG

15. biyaa ni' sidi (16)
A - E
B - D
C -ACFG

16. bikAA'adAni diyaadi (26)
B -ADE
C -CFG

21. bikAA'adini biyaa sidA (8)
B - D E
C -ABCFG

22. bikAA'adAni diyaa sidA (12)
B - D E
C -ABCFG

23. niiyaa sidA (14)
A - E
C -ABCDF

24. ashkii bikAA'adAni biyaa sides (2)
B - D
C -ABCEFG

25. bikAA'adAni sidA (21)
B - E
C -ABCDFG
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27. Ashkiish ha'At'il yaa naaghi? (Picture of boy holding stick)

1. ashkii tsin dah yootUl (2)
A -ABC DEFG

2. ashkii tsin yootI (1)
A -ABCDEFG

3. naane (19)
A -ABC DEFG

4. tsin dah yootiil (6)

A -ABCDFG
B - E

5. tsin yooti1 (7)
A -ABCFG
B - D E

6. tsin nei tyin (13)
A -ABCFG
B - D E

7. ashkii tsin needi t44h (3)
A -BCEF
B - D G
C - A

8. ashkii tsin dah yoojih (15
A -BCEF
B - D
C - A G

9. tsin dah yoojih 116)
A -BCEF
B - D
C - A G

10. tsin yoojih (17)
A -BCEF
B - D
C - A G

11. ashkii tsin Al'ch (5)
A - E
B -ABCFG
C - D

12. ashkii tsin yil'411 (4)
B -ABCEFG
C - D

13. tsin nei til (14)
A - G
B -ABD
C -CEF

14. ashkii tsin yiInaane (20)
B -ABDEF
C - C G

15. tsin naatUl (8)
B -BDEF
C -ACG

16. tsin neit4i1 (9)
B -ABDE
C -CFG

17. ashkii tsin yinitl'h (12)
B -ABEF
C -CDG

18. tsin jih (18)
B -BCD
C -AEFG

19. dadii dzi' (22)

A - B
B - A
C -CDEFG

20. niidii dza' (23)
B -BCE
C -ADFG

21. ashkii tsin yinitl'ih (10)
B - B E
C -BCDFG

22. ashkii tsin yinil4h (11)
B - B E
C -ACDFG

23. ashkii nA (21)
B - A
C -CDEFG



28. Ashkiish ha'At'll yaa naaghi? (Picture of boy eating)

1. ashkii ay4 (1)
A -ACDEFG
B - B

2. ay4 (4)
A -ACDEFG
B - B

3. ashkii iy4 (2)
A -ABCG
B -DEF

4, iyi (5)
A -BCG
B -ADEF

5. ashkii y4 (3)
B -ACDEFG
C - B

6. iigh44 (6)
B - G
C -ABCDEF

29. Ashkiish ha'at'll yaa naaghi? (Picture of boy playing with blocks)

1. naane (1)
A -ABCDEFG

2. daane'e yee naani (4)
A -ACDFG
B - E

3. naani (2)
B -ABCDFG
C - E

4. daanaane (5)
B - B E
C -ACDFG

5. daane'e yee yaa naaghi (3)
B - B
C -ACDEFG



30. Apchinish ha'it'll yaa naa'aash? (Picture of boy and girl playing with doll

1. aIchini aw44shchlin yee naan4 (1)
A -ABCDEFG

2. alchini naan4 (2)
A -ABCDEFG

3. naan4 (7)

A -ABCDEFG
4. ashkii d66 at'44d naan4 (3)

A -ABCDFG
B - E

5. aw44shchlin yee naand (5)
A -ABCDFG
B - E

6. 44 laa naan4 (10)
A -AEG
B -BCDF

7. naan4 (8)
B -ACDEFG
C - B

8. aw44shchlin dilyooltill (11)
B -ABCEFG
C - D

9. aw44shchlin diyooty4 (12)
B -ABCEFG
C - E

10. aw44shchlin niity4 (13)
A - E
B -ACFG
C - B D

11. aw44shchlin yilty4 (14)
A - B E
B - A F
C -CDG

12. aw44 d66 ashkii nilt4h (15)
A - E
B - D F
C -ACG

13. ashkii at'44d naan4 (4)
B -BDEF
C -ACG

14. aw44shchlin naan4 (6)
B -BDE
C -ACFG

15. daan4 (9)
B - B E
C -ACDFG

16. ani yaana'ash (16)
C -ABCDEFG

17. laana eyaa naan4 (17)
C -ACDEFG
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31. Aichinish naa'aash? (Picture of boy and girl eating)

1. aichini iiy&& (1)
A -ABEF
B -CDG

2. ashkii dMat'eed iyaa (2)
A -ABEF
B -CDG

3. as Iaa ay44 (8)
A -AEFG
B -BCD

4. al/AA (5)

A - A B
B -CDEFG

5. iiyAA (6)

A - A E
B -BCDFG

6. eeyii (7)
A - A E
B -BCDFG

7. ashkii at'eed iiyii (3)
B -BDEFG
C - A C

8. ayia bahadi (10)
A - B
B -CEG
C -ADF

9. ch'iyaAn (4)
A - E
B D F
C -ABC G

10. da' iiy44 (9)
A - B
B - D E
C -ACFG

11. yAA (11)
B - B D
C -ACE FG

32. Ashkiish ha'At'll yaa naa hii lit'ee'? (Picture of boy walking away from bloc

1. ashkii tsin yee naanee lit'ee' (1) 9. ashkii yee naanee lit'44' (2)

A - A B C D E F G A - E
2. naanee dah diiiwod (9) B - A B D F

A -ABCDEFG 'C - C G
3. daane'e yaa naaghai ritlee' (14) 10. ashkii tsin yazhi ne (3)

A -ACDEFG B -ABDEFG
4. naanee rit'44' (6) C - C

A -ABCDFG 11. naane' (8)
B E A - E

5. naanee dah diiyi (10) B - A B C
A -ACDFG C -DFG
B E 12. liyi (13)

6. ashkii naanee. At'ee' (4) A - E
A -ABCDG C -ACDFG
B - F 13. tsin naag ni' (5)

C - E B - E
7. kci naazne' (12) C -ACDFG

A -AEFG 14. hooneeni (11)
B - C B - E
C - D C -ACDFG

8. naanee née' (7)

A - G
8 -ABCDEF
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33. Ashkilsh ha'it'il yaa naaghAi rit'ee'? (Picture of boy standing by drum)

1. ashkii naanei rit'ee' (5) 9. isaa' yilalnee (8)
A - A B C D E F G A - B F

2. naanee rit'ee' (6) B - A D
A -ABCDEFG C -CEG

3. ashkii isaa' yeenaan4e rit'ee' (3) 10. isaa' ilalnee' (11)
A -ACDFG B -ACDEG
C E C - F

4. ashkii isaa' yinaanee rit'ee' (2) 11. lal rit'ee' (13)
A -BEF B -AEFG
B - A C D G C - C D

5. naanee nee' (7) 12. isaa' tlaane (14)
A - G B - A
B - A.BCDEF C -CDEFG

6. Asaa' lainvee' (10) 13. ashkii isaa' yaa rit'ee' (4)

A - E C -ABCDEFG
B -ABCDFG 14. la'i lalnee' (12)

7. isaa' yilainee (9) C -ABCDEFG
B - ABCDEFG

8. ashkii isaa' nilaa (1)

A - F
B AD E
C - B C

34. Ashklish ha'at'll yaa nidiidzi? (Picture of boy with blocks)

1. ashkii daane'e yee Adiine' (1)

A- ABCDEFG
2. daane'e yee Adiine' (2)

A- ACDEFG
B - B

3. Adiine' (7)

A -ACDEFG
B - 3

4. ashkii Adine' (4)

A -AEF
B - BCDG

5. &bane' (11)
A - D E
B - ABCF
C - G

6. naanee yaa ndiidzi (15)
A - E
B - ABCDFG

7. naane'e yee Adiine' (3)

B - ACDEFG
8. tsin daane (9)

A - 2
B - ACFG
C - D

9. kii ne' (6)

B - ABCDEG
C - F

10. tsin diini (10)
B -A B C E F G
C -D

11. naaneene (14)
B -A B C D E F
C -G

12. naa Adiine' (8)

B -ACE FG
C -D

13. ashkii naane (5)
A -B
B -C D E
C -A F G

14. dine' (13)
B -A B C D F
C -E G

15. Adaane' (12)

A -B
B -D E
C -A C F G



35. Ashkiish yaa nidiidzi? (Picture of boy with dog)

1. ashkii 144c1.44'1 yilridiine' (1)

A -ABCDEFG
2. 144ch44'i yi17.ridiine' (2)

A -AcDEFG
3. 144ch44'i Indiine' (3)

A -ACEFG
C - D

4. 144ch44'i yaa ndiidza (18)
A. -CEFG
B - D
C - A

5. 144ch4g'i yaa naagh44 (15)
A - B E
B -CDF
C - A G

6. 144ch44'i laand' (6)
A - E
B -ACDF
C - G

7. 144chg4li yilnaane' (4)

B -ACDEFG
8. 144ch44'i bilaan41 (7)

A - E
B -CDF
C - A G

9. 144chgg'i yilaan41 (8)

A - E
B -CDF
C - A G

10. ashkii 144chgg'i yilaan4' (9)

A - E
B -CDF
C - G

11. ashkii 144Ch44'i laan41 (10)
A - E
B -CDF
C - A G

12. 144ch44'i diine' (12)
B -ACEFG
C - D

13. ashkii naanel (13)
A - E
B - C D
C -AFG

14. 144ch44'i yeenaan4' (5)

B - D E
C -ACFG

15. ashkii 144c114411 naane' (14)
B - D E
C -ACFG

16. 144ch44'i yiyaa naagh44 (16)
B D
C -ABCEFG

17. 144ch44'i lagh44 (17)
C -ACDEFG

18. 146ch44'i yil (19)
C-ACDEFG

36. Diish dait'eego naash chigg be shil hOlne'? (Picture of man, and woman
holding baby)

1. hastiin d66 asdzin awee' dah yoolt441 (2)
A - A C D E F 8. hastiin d66 asdzin al.4441 dah yooltiil

2. ath414 d66 arra d66 aw441 (11) A - D
A -ACEFG B -ABCEF
B - D C - G

3. aw44' am4 azh414 (12) 9. hastiin sizn4 (14)
A -ACFG B -CEFG
B - D E C -ABn

4. aw44' nayooltiil (9) 10. awee' ami dah yooltiil (3)
A -AEF B -DFG
B -CDG C -ABCE

5. am4 awee' dah ycoltiil (4) 11. awee' bima dayiltiil (8)
A - D F B - D G
B -ACEG C -ACEF

6. awee' dah yooltiil (10) 12. aw441 ani yootiil (6)
A - E F B - D E
B -ACDG C -ABCFG

7. ami aw44' yooltiil (5) 13. awee' arai yootlal (7)
A - D F B - F G
B -ABCEG C -ABCDE

14. bibi4 sind4 (13)
C -ABCDEFG
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37. Dilsh dait'dego naash ch'q4Lbee shit holne'? (Picture of a cat eating and
a cat playing)

1. mOsi iyii d66 mosi naane (1)
A -ADEFG
B - C

2. m6si iyii d66 la' naane (11)
A -CEF
B -ADG

3. mOsi iyai la'i naane (12)
A -CEF
B -ADG

4. nisi iyai mOsi naane (2)
A -BFG
-ACDE

5. m6si la' iyii la'i naane (6)
A -BCF
B -ADEG

6. mosi la' iyia m6si la' naane (5)
A - E F
B -ADG

7. la' m6si .yia le'4 mow: iya naane (9)
A -ACE
B - D F
C - G

8. mosi naane (13)
A- C G
B -ADEF

9. m6si la' iyai la naane (7)
A - E F
B -ABCDG

10. mosi iyii m6si la'a naane (3)
B - ACDEFG

11. m6si la'a iyai mOsi naane (4)
B - ACDEFG

12. mosi iyii naane (10)
A - F
B -ADEG
C - C

13. mosi cool yaa naane (14)
B -ABCDEFG

14. m6si iyii d66 naane (8)
A - E
B -ADF
C - C G

15. m6si daa idly (15)
B - ADEF
C - C G
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38. Dish deitieego naash Ch'44 bee shil holne'? (Picture of boy on horse)

1. ashkii Itt' yikii dah sidg (1)
A -ABCDEFG

2. ashkii deo: Iti' (26)

A -ACE F G
B - D

3. ashkii /it' biliildlosh (8)
A -CDFG
B - E

4. ashkii itt' biliildlosh (7)
A -ABDE
B -CFG

5. ashkii /ii' bililiwol (17)
A -ABEF
B -CDG

6. Iti' iluwol (20)
A -AEF
B -CDG

7. ashkii /tt' 'Agit& sidg (4)
A -AEF
B -BCDG

8. ashkii /it' bilsizz4 (16)
A -ABE
B -CDFG

9. ashkii /ti' liliwol (18)
A -REF
B - 3 CDG

10. Iii' bililowol (19)
A - E F
B -ACDG

11. lit' yee naanti (24)
A - E F
B -ACDG

12. ashkii /it' kii dah sidg (3)
A - F G
B -ACDG

13. ashkii 1tt' kii sidg (5)
B -ACDEF
C - G

14. /it' bi.lildlosh (10)
A - C G
B -DEF
C - A

15. lit' kgg dah sidg (13)
A - F
B -ACDEG

16. ashkii 1tt' lildlosh (9)
A - G
B -ABCDEF

17. lit' yinaaghig (21)
A - B F

B -ACEG
C -D

18. tit' bi/ggh (27)

B -ABCDEF
C - G

19. kig kii dah sidg (12)
B -ACE G
C -BDF

20. ashkii I4i' sizzi (15)
B -ABDE
C -CFG

21. Itt' naane (23)
B -CDEFG
C - A

22. Iii' ashkii bili.ldlosh (11)
B - D

C -ACEFG
23. 1tt' ashkii kig dah sidi (14)

B - D
C -ACEFG

24. Itt' yilnaaghii (22)
B - D
C -ACEFG

25. ashkii 1tt' nkii sidi (6)
B - D
C -ACEFG

26. ashkii 1tt' bikii dah sidi (2)
B -D
C -ABCEFG

27. yol (25)

C -ABCDFFG
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39. Dash dait'ciego naash ch'41 bee shil hOlne'? (Picture of drum and doll
under a table)

1. aweeshchlin clod isaa' bikii'adani yaadi sinil (3)
A -DEFG
B - A C

2. sweeshchlin bikaPadini yiyaa sides (5)
A -CDFG
B - A E

3. aweeshchiln iyaadi sides (7)

A -CDFG
B -ABE

4. aweeshchlin d66 isaa' bikia'adani yaa sinil (2)
A -EFG
B -ACD

5. aweeshchlin d66 a saa' (12)

A -CFG
B -ADE

6. aweeshchlin bikii'adini yaa sides (4)
A - E F
B -ACDG

7. aweeshchiln bikAA'adini tl'aadi sides (8)
A - F F
B -ACDG

8. bikAA'adini yaa aweeshchlin sides (21)
A - F G
B -ACDE

9. aweeshchlin bikii'adini ti'aaji sides (9)

A - F
B -ACDEG

10. aweeshchlin d66 isaa' bikii'adAni yaa sides (1)
B -ADEFG
C - C

11. bikAa'adini yaadi sides (14)
B - D E
C -ACFG

12. awgeshchlin bikia'adini bik'iidi (22)
A - F
- E

C -ABCDG
13. awe4shchiin bikiA'adini sinil (10)

A - F
C -ACDEG

14. aweeshchlin isaa' bikii'adini biyii sides (11)
B - D E
C -ACFG

15. sides (13)

B - C D
C -AEFG

16. bikikadini biyaa sides (15)
B - D E
C- ACFG

17. aweeshchlin bikaa'adini biyaa sides (6)
B - D E
C- ABCFG
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39. (continued)

18. isaa' bikia'adini bikiAdi (17)
B - F
C -ACDEG

19. Asaa' bikAA'adAni iyiA (18)
B - D
C -ACEFG

20. bikAA'adinl iyAi (19)
B - D
C -ACEFG

21. bikAA'adini biyAidi (20)
B - D
C -ACEFG

22. Asaa' bikii'adAni iyaaji (16)
C -ACDEFG

40. Diish deit'eego naash ch'44 bee shil Yu:Sine'? (Picture of boy pulling doll
in wagon)

1. ashkii aw4Ashchlin yi/oIble (14)
A -ACDEFG

2. ashkii tsinaab44s yolbos (10)
A- ABCDFG
B - E

3. ashkii aweeshchiin tsinadb40s yilolb4s (1)
A - ?JEFG
B - C D

4. tsinaab44s yoibos (19)
A -BCDEG
B - A
C - F

5. awAeshchlin yilolbos (15)
A -BCDG
B - A E
C - F

6. ashkii tsinaab44s awidshchlin yilnilb4s (8)
A -EFG
- D

C - A C
7. ashkii aweeshchiln yilnaane (20)

A - D
- ACEFG

8. yilolbo (23)
A -EFG
B - C
C - A D

9. tsinaab44s ashkii awAeshchlin yiloib4s (5)
A - EFG
B - C D
C - A B

10. ashkii tsinaabos aweeshchlin yiloibos (2)
A - D
B - BCEFG
C - A

11. ashkii tsinaab04s niiyolb4s (12)
B - ACDEF
C - G
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40. (continued)

12. tsinaab4414 yilolbos (18)
A - E F
B - D
C -ABG

13. ashkii tsinaab44s yaa yilcib4s (24)
B -ADFG
C - E

14. ashkii tsinaab44s yilb4s (11)
B -ACDG
C E F

15. ashkii bi/i1b4s (22)
A - E
B - D G
C -ACF

16. aw4eshchlin tsinaab44s yolb4s (9)
A - G
B - D F
C -ABCE

17. awieshchiin bilolb4s (16)
A - F
B - D
C -ACEG

.18. ashkii tsinaabuts aweeshdhlin yolb4s (3)
B - C D
C -AEFG

19. ashkii tsinaab44s eweeshohlin /o1b0s (4)
B - D E
C -ACFG

20. ashkii yilolbos (21)
B - B D
C -ACEFG

21. ashkii tsinaab44s aweeshchfin nilb4s (7)
B - B D
C -ACEFG

22. aweeshchiin yolbos (17)
B - C D
C -ABEFG

23. ashkii aweeshchlin bilo/b4s (13)
B - D
C -ACEFG

24. aw44shchlin tsinaab44s yilolb4s (6)
B - D
C -ABCEFG

25. tsinaab44s ashkii yiloib4s (25)
C -ACDEFG
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Serious questions have been raised regarding the universal primacy
of the category of 'subject' (cf. Li 19%:6), suggesting that for some
languages 'topic' may be a more salient category. Li and Thompson (1976)
have proposed a typological distinction between 'topic-prcminent' languages
and 'subject-prominent' languages, but at the same time note that evidence
on some questions of diachronic development is "difficult to find, since
none of the topic-prominent languages that we have investigated have well-
developed anaphoric pronoun systems" (1976:487).

Navajo provides just such an example, and we present evidence to
support the claim that a topic-oriented perspective on the language sheds

on a number of problematic aspects of Navajo grammar, including noun
ranking and ordering restrictions, switch-reference in discourse, and certain
apparent irregularities in verb classifiers.

Li and Thompson provided, in their discussion of characteristics of
topic-pronominent versus subject-prominent languages, a checklist for use
in deciding whether a particular language is. (relatively more) subject- or
topic-prominent. We will begin by comparing Navajo to this 'checklist'
on seven of the eight characteristics discussed by Li and Thompson: verb
final word order, dummy subjects, surface coding of. topics and subjects,
passives,coriferential deletion, double subjects, and constraints on the
topic constituent. An adequate discussion of how topic-marking should be
treated in the underlying representation of Navajo sentences is beyond the
scope of the present study.

Like many topic-prominent languages, Navajo is verb-final, as
illustrated in (la -f):

(1a) Dii ietsoh nineez.
this coat long
This coat is long.

(4) Bil441 dii 144' bi'oh iniltso.
his-horse this horse less-than-it relatively-tia
Hie horse is amaZZer than this horse.

(lc) mtvii gakbihi yich' ;' del diilghod.
coyote gray-rabbit him-toward off he-started-to-run
Coyote jumped at the cottontail.

ti maiii yiyii1ts i.
that-one coyote it-(he)-saw
Coyote saw that.

(le) Gah yizhi dit tiadi ikadayiidlaa.
rabbits little this three-times thus- back - they -did
The ZittZe rabbits did this three times.

(if) GaLbihi masii yil tse yee yil ndajis'ne'.
gray-rabbits coyote that-was rock they-by-means-of-it

they-with-(at)-him they-threw-it
The cottontails threw rocks at coyote.
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Navajo also lacks 'dummy subjects'. Like Mandarin and other topic-
prominent languages, if a subject is not semantically necessary to a
particular clause, there is no structural constraint requiring that the slot
be filled. Such Isubjectless' sentences are illustrated by (2a-d):

(2a) Nineez.
long
It is Long.

(2b) Niyol.
blow (pf.)
It (wind) is blowing.

(2c) Ligai.
white
It is white.

(2d) Naha txin.
rain
It is raining.

.

Navajo, again like Mandarin (Li and Thompson 1976:466) codes topics
positionally, putting them in sentence-initial position, as in (3 .a-f). In
this case, all examples are from Sapir's (1942) recording of the story of
'The First Louse'; the topic in each sentence is underlined.

I3a) Tathii iihilni, jini.
TUrkeyi, he referred to himi, they say.

(3b) Nid66, ne'eshiaIL: hang, nana'iadooleel.
You also, owl; news you will carry about.

(3c) Gaagii, ei shi bilnaash'aashdooleel.
that one I with him. will be wandering about.

(3d) Hazeists'Osii, ei bikiin, naashiadoo.
Chtpmzmki,thatoneon.himt subsisting I will be going about.

(3e) Yea', tqadoobeechiini'inda.
LoUsei, you alone are absolutely of no use to anyone.

(3f) nahookii' dinSe dooyaandaakaii06, shee'ek'idahalta'-
dooleel.

I, too, when peoples on the earth have nothing to do, with
me they shall be keeping company.

In addition, topics may be followed by certain enclitics, particles,
or by a special form of verb agreement, all of which serve to indicate
something more specific about the function of the topic. When the enclitic
el follows the topic, for example, it serves a deictic function, as in (.4a -b):

(4a) Baa_ ' ei Kii bimi yiyiiltst.
Baa that-one Kii his-mother her-she-saw.
Baa saw Xii's mother.

(4b). Kii el dine nil}.
Kii that-one person he-being
Xii is a Navajo.
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The emphatic particle lia indicates that the speaker is hunting only
deer in (4c) and looking only for Mr. Neez in (4d):

(4c) 8tih lea haashzheeh.
dew EMP / -am- hunting
I am hunting deer.

(4 Hastiin Niiz lea
Mr. Neez EMP we-are-looking-for-him
We are looking for Mr. Neez.

The particle hanii following a topic (5 a -b) indicates both contrastive
focus and negation (Schauber 1977:27-28):

(5a) Jian chidi hanii yiyiilchc'igii yinii'.
John car NEG he-wrecked-it-REL I-heard-it
I hadn't heard about John's wrecking the car.

(V2) Chidi hanii yiylilchq144 ashkii shikiihodiiii.
car NEG he -wrecked -it -REL boy he-blamed-me
It's not the boy who wrecked the car who blamed me.

Since hanii indicates contrastive focus as well as negation, its use as a
topic marker is not surprising.

Noun plus relative clause can function as a topic, as in (6a-c):

(6a) Leech44ii d66 mOsi beniltsoodit ahigi.
dog and cat I-fed-them-REL they-are-fighting
The dog and cat which I fed are fighting.

(6b) Dine bil441 t'66 ahayaigii ei it'e.

man livestock mue-.. owns-REL that-one is-rich
A man who owns a Lot of livestock is rich.

(6c) Shiye' liech40'1 bishxashigii deeshtal.
my-son dog it -bit-him -REL I-will-kick
I will kick the dog that bit my son.

In this ease, the nominalizer/relativizer (or -4.g for past tense)
is suffixed to the verb of the topic clause. As Schauber (1977:147) has
shown, and -it require everything within their scope to be either
anaphoric or factive.

In information questions (WH-questions in English), any NP or
adverbial phrase may be the topic of the sentence, and is generally indi-
cated by initial, position as well as suffixing the question particle to the
topic, as in examples (7a -b):

(7a) Tseshe' t'eiya haayit'eego si'44
rock -Q just-it how it-being it-lies it-was
Just exactly how was the rock lying?

(7h) Tl'ee d4t'sha' has
last night -Q to-you it-happen
What happened to you last night?

Note that the topic need not, and in these examples does not coincide with
(what is in English) the WH -word.
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A noun phrase which functions both as receiver of the action (or
'object') and as the topic will also be marked both positionally and
morphologically, but the morphological marking is of a somewhat different
sort. Looking at examples (8a-b), teecheaq and ashkii are marked as topics
by their sentence-initial position.

(8a) Leichag'i ma'ii biisxi.
dog coyote he-killed-it
The dog was killed by the coyote.

(8b) Ashkii tc5

boy water it-killed-him
The boy was killed by water.

The underlying 'logical' or clause-internal function as objects is indicated
by the use of bi- as the third person pronominal prefix on the verbs;
if they were agents, the prefix would be x17, as in (8c-d):

(8c) Ma' ii letichaaq.

coyote dog he-killed-it
The Coyote killed the dog.

(8d) *TO ashkii xiyiisni.
water boy it-killed-him
Water killed the boy.

The passive translations of (8a-b) are somewhat misleading; the Navajo
examples are not passives. Although these bi- constructions and English
passives both express object orientation, the Navajo verb is marked as
transitive, and the agent does not sem to be demoted, except positionally;
agent agreement on the verb remains unchanged. We will return to Object-
topics (and the reason d is ungrammatical) in our discussion of topicality,
noun ranking, and switch reference.

We have presented evidence that in Navajo, !Ls in topic-prominent
languages, topics are always coded positionally and/or morphologically.
Li and Thompson (1976:466) note that in topic-prominent languages, subjects
may or may not be surface-coded. In Lisu, Lahu, and Mandarin, the most
topic-prominent of the languages discussed by Li and Thompson, there is no
surface-coding of the subject, whereas in Japanese and Korean, which they
regard as both topic-prominent and subject-prominent, subjects as well as
!'opics are coded. Previous analyses of Navajo have considered verb agreement
to be subject and object coding. While we do not dispute that agreement
'indexes' arguments of the verb, we are not convinced that it necessarily
deals with 'subjects'.

All arguments are indexed on the verb. The forms of the affixes are
basically identical, but are differentiated according to which prefix slot
they assume; oblique objects precede direct objects, which precede agents.
Since Navajo is verb-final, and word order is in some respects variable,
this keeps NPs sorted as to function. As Foley and VanValin (1977) point
out, there are a number of problems with applying any standardized notion
of 'subject' to Navajo. In most clauses with two or more arguments, however,
one argument can be identified as the 'agent'; we will therefore use that
term in preference to 'subject'.

We would like to point out that there are some (albeit marginal)
instances of topic agreement in Navajo. As Hale (1975:51-54) points out,
verb stem choice agrees with object intransitive verbs, but of course with
the only argument of the intransitive verb (called the subject by Hale).
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(9a) (Nihi) la' diidiil.
us one we-will-got-I-sing)

One of us will go.

(9b) (Nihi) la' doohiil.
you(pl) one you(p1)-will-goE+sing]
One of you will go.

Hale presents examples 1.9a-b) as problematic because the pronominal prefix
on the verb is plural, while the verb stem is singular. If these examples
are analyzed as topic- comment constructions the agreement, while unusual,
can be explained quite simply: the plural verb prefix agrees with the plural
topic nihi and the singular verb stem agrees with the partitive la'.

Another example of topic agreement is (9c-d):

(9c) Hastiin gohweeh bil liken.
man coffee with-him it-is-sweet
Coffee is pleasing to the man/The man likes coffee.

(9d) Has t61 gohweith bil daalkan.

men coffee with-them it(p1) -is -sweet
Coffee is pleasing to the men/The men like coffee.

'Man' and 'men' are identified as topic-objects rather than agent by the
form bil 'with-him' or 'with-them' rather than yid. The plural prefix on
the verb in (9d) is thus unambiguously. in agreement with the topic of the
sentences the verb stem again is singular, agreeing with gohwieh 'coffee'.

In Li and Thompson's discussion of coreferential argument deletion,
they state that "in a Tp language, the topic takes precedence over the
subject in controlling °preference" (1976:470). A Mandarin example was:

Niike shu yezi di, suoyi wo bu xrhuin
that tree leaves big so I not like

{*tomThat tree (topic), the leaves are big, so I don't like
*them

Since Navajo pronominal verb prefixes are anaphoric (and obligatory), what
occurs in Navajo is more appropriately called 'coreference of unspecified
arguments', but coreference is controlled by topics rather than agents, and
is essentially the same phenomenon.

In Foley and VanValin's (1977) examination of the behavior of Navajo
(and two other languages) vis a vis certain properties observed by Keenan
(1976) to be characteristic of subjects, they found that certain syntactiC
operations in Navajo (such as reflexive) make use of agents, whether or not
they occur as the leftmost argument, while others make use of topics (which
they termed 'referential peaks'). 'Coreferential deletion across a coor-
dinating conjunction' (to use Foley and VanValin's term) is of the latter
type, as exemplified by (10a-b) (examples from Foley and VanValin 1977:302):

(10a) Ashkii ch'inidzid d66 atlied yizts'os.
boy(A) woke-up and girl(P) kissed
The boy woke up and kissed the girl.

(10b) Ashkii ch'inidzid d66 at'ied bizts'os.
boy(A) woke-up and girl(A) kissed
The boy woke up and the girl kissed hirn.
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Unlike English, in which the deleted argument not only must be coreferential
with the subject of the first clause, but must also be a surface subject
(see examples 11a-d), in Navajo the unspecified argument in the second
clause may have any role, as long as the referent is the same as that of
the topic.

(110John. wentuptoFrscL7 and 0,. him.

andh.
e3 insulted 0i.

dj 913(11c) *John. went up to Fre and he. insulted ..

(11d)John. went up to Fred
j

and 0. was insulted by him.7 .

In examples (12-b) the correct interpretation of pronominal reference on
the second clauses requires the assumption that the topic has remained
constant. The use of bi- as the object pronoun in (1%a) indicates that it
is tha topic which is that clause's 'patient', whereas the xi: object-
pronoun is (12b) indicates that the patient is not (also) the topic.

(12a) 44' dzaaneez xishxash nit'44' biztal.
The horse bit the mule and then -Tt (the horse) was kicked

by it (the mule).

(12b) L44' dzaaneez xishxash nit'44' yiztal.
The horse bit the mule and thenicked it.

That topics may control this kind of coreference should not be
surprising. As Noonan has observed:

Control of coreferential argument deletion or pronominalization
does not depend on argument roles. Topics, which express the
frame in which the rest of the sentence is to be interpreted
are prime candidates foe controlling such deletion... Sentence
orientations that are not also subjects (i.e., topics) seem to
be more likely to control coreference (c.f. the definiteness
property...)" (1977:382).

The status of the 'double subject' criterion in Navajo is unclear.
This construction type, according to Li and Thompson (1976:468), is the
clearest example of topic-comment structure, since both topic and subject
are clearly present, the topic has no selectional restructions on the
verb, and the topic constituent cannot be considered to be derived via a
movement rule. A few of Li and Thompson's examples are listed as (13a -c):

(13a) Sakana wa tai ga oisii. (Japanese)
fish top. red-snapper subj. delicious
Fish (topic), red snapper is delicious.

(13b) Neike sha yezi da. (Mandarin)
that tree leaves big
That tree (topic), the leaves are big.

(13c) ho 5 na-qh5 yi ve (Lahu)

elephant top. nose long prt. declar.
Elephants (topic), noses are long.
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Most, though not all of their examples are semantically of a genitive

or partitive nature (which is not to deny their status as topic-comment

sentences with both topics and subjects present). The Navajo partitive
examples (9a-b) would this ;:sem to be examples of double subject-like

conztructions: both topic and 'subject' are clearly present, the form of
the verb stem is determined by the partitive la' rather than the topic
nihi, and the topic cannot easily be analyzed as being syntactically
derived from the subject. However, in the Navajo case verb agreement is
with the topic rather than with what seems to be the only argument of the
verb, la', so that it is open to vestion whether these examples are syntac-
tically equivalent to the 'double subject' sentences in Li and Thompson's

analysis.
Chad Thompson (1979) cites an example from a Kutchin (Northern

Athabaskan) narrative which does appear to be a double subject construction

(13d):

(13d) Jii diich'ii' vigii.ch'eekwee yeeIkhwa.t.

this old-man his-srm Eskimos pl. him-they-killed
The Eskimos kiZZed this oZd man's son.

In this sentence, 'this old man' is clearly distinguishable from the logical
subject and object of the sentence ('Eskimos' and 'his son', respectively),
does not function as an argument of the verb and so imposes no

sclectional restrictions on the verb. Moreover, the old man continues as

the topic of the discourse. The occurrence and acceptability of parallel
constructions in Navajo discourse requires further investigation.

Topic choices in Navajo, as in many languages, is semantically
constrained by certain 'topicality conditions', but syntactically, the
topic may be (or may be relatable to) any argument (or adverbial) in the
sentence, in contrast to suCh subject-prominent languages as Indonesian,
which restricts topics to surface subjects or genitives of surface subjects
(Li and Thompson 1976:470). Examples (14a-i) illustrate something of the
range of topics exhibited in narratives:

(14a) Tl'iish nihidiitah &SO gah dah diilwood. (T-Agent)
snake up-he-sprang and rabbit he-toward-him off he-started-

running
The snake sprang up and took after the rabbit.

(14b) glee yilk'idigii bine'ji dine. la' naaghi. (T-Goal/Locative
yonder it-is-humped-REL it-behind-toward person a

he-is-walking-about
There is someone over there behind that hiZZ.

(14c) roil tl'iish tse hak'i si '44 ligo (T-Experiencer)
this snake rock him-on it-lies found-being him-on-I came
I aame upon this snake pinned under a rock.
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(14d) baa ntsinikees dooleel. (T -Circumstantial)
how-it-being wonder it-about you-think it-will-be
What do you think about it?

(14e) Vadsha' ha'it'iego baa ntsinikees? (T-Time)
now -Q how-it-being about-it-you think
Now what do you think about it?

(14f) BL bee yisdidiiniil. (T -Instrumental)
with -his with -it- you - will -be -safe

With this you will be safe.

(14g) Ts4 bee deiniilne'go dadiyiilgh441. (T-Instrumental)
rock with-it we-throwing-it-at-him we-will-kill-him
Let's kill him by throwing rocks at him.

(14h) Cania yinijiilhaz d6 (T - Patient)

rabbit-aforementioned he-bit-it and he -started-to-..thew -it
He bit the rabbit and started to chew it.

(14i) DaSinitsiagoyi'it'lleh. (T-Complement).
you-being-dead it-is-good
It is good that you dig,

The 'topicality conditions' for Navajo are very similar to the
'saliency conditions' discussed by Fillmore (1977) for determining when some
aspect of a scene is more likely to be brought into perspective, or fore -
grounded. Along with the 'saliency hierarchy', the verb choice determines the
perspective expressed for English. For example, Fillmore points out that in
describing a commercial transaction, if a speaker wants to bring the seller
and the goods into Perspective, he will use the verb sell; to bring the buyer
and the goods into perspective, he will use buv and so on. In Navajo, verb
Choice is far less of a determining factor in the perspectives expressed, as
can be seen in examples (15a-b), where the same verb stem -nii' is used for
the English 'boy' and 'sell'.

(15a) Shili4' shaa nayiisnii'.
my-horse from-me he-bought-it
He bought my ',,,arse from me.

(15b) Shili41 bich't' nahilnii'.
my-horse to-me I-sold-it
I sold my horse to him.

However, humanness, motion, definiteness; and totality, the conditions
comprising Fillmore's 'saliency hierarchy', do constrain topic choice in
Navajo, and applied to Navajo usage, may be viewed as 'topicality conditions'
constraining what may be brought into perspective as a topic.

A primary means of foregrounding at the sentence or clause level,
which has been illustrated in many of the examples thus far presented,
involves placing the nominal in sentence-initial position. Noun ranking
in Navajo has been discussed by Hale (1976), Creamer (1974), Witherspoon
(1977), and others, and generally requires that a noun which is a member of
a higher semantic category (e.g. human, animate) must precede a lower one
(e.g.' inanimate, abstract), no matter whether the grammatical role of the
higher-ranked nominal is that of agent or patient. Examples (16a -h) are
from Hale (1976:120-128):
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(16%) Ashkii ati4ed yizts'qs.
boy(A) girl(P) he-kissed-her
The boy kissed the girl.

(16b) At'eid ashkii bizts'Os.
girl(P) boy(A) he-kissed-her
The girl was kissed by the boy.

(16c) L44' dzaan4ez yiztal.
horse(A) mule(P) he-kicked-it
The horse kicked the mule.

(16d) Dzaaniez 11.4' biztal.
mule(P) horse(A) he-kicked-it
The mule was kicked by the horse.

(16e) Ashkii tsi yiztal.
boy(A) rock(P) he-kicked-it
The boy kicked the rock.

(16f) *Tsi ashkii biztal.
rock (P) boy(A) he- kicked -it
The rock was kicked by the boy.

(16g) *Tsis'ni ashkii yishish.
bee(A) boy(P) is -stung him
The be stung the boy.

(16h) Ashkii bishish.
boy(P) bee(A) it-stung-him
The boy was stung by the bee.

Either 'boy' or 'girl' in (16a-b) or 'horse' or 'donkey' in (16c-d)
may be the'topic because each pair is of equal rank; in (16e-f) 'boy' but
not 'stone' may be the topic, and in (16g-h) 'boy' but not 'bee', even
though 'bee' is the agent. That such sentences cannot be considered
syntactically passive has already been mentioned. There is another perhaps
more compelling argument against a passive analysis for object-topic sentences,
a semantic one which has to do with topicality conditions and the properties
'conferred' on topics in Navajo. The noun in perspective, whatever its
intra-clausal function, is felt to be in control of the action (Witherspoon
1977) and this 'control' criterion appears to be more important for many
Navajo speakers than the strict hierarchy of semantic categories according
to such features as humanness and size which was described by Creamer (1974).
Young (personal communication) reports, for instance, that sentences like
'The man was driving the car' or 'The man was riding a horse' will be accepted
by many Navajo speakers with 'car' and 'horse' preceding 'man' if the man
is understood to be drunk, and thus not in control.

There is considerable variation among Navajos concerning how much
choice the speaker has in selecting the topic when nouns of different rank
are involved, as illustrated by (17a-b):

(17a) M6si awee'chi'l yizghas.
cat infant scratch

(17b) Awite.chiq mOsi bizghas.
infant cat scratch
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These examples are from the Young and Morgan (forthcoming) dictionary. They
presented several sentences to nine native speakers and elicited accepta-
bility judgements. All nine accepted (15a), but there was divided judgement
with respect to (15b). Young believes there is regional patterning in the
judgements, with western Navajo speakers applying the noun ranking hierarchy
mere strictly than eastern Navajo. Thompson has reported quite a range of
conditions on topicalizaticn among other Athabaskan language. Where any
ranking constraints are present, however, they appear to conform to Fillmore's
(1977:78) saliency hierarchy.

Far more problematic is the disagreement among Navajo speakers on
perspective when one or both of the noun phrases is represented only
thematically by the object pronoun. To briefly review the function of bi-
and y.17 in the examples given thus far, the y.17 in (16a,c,e,g) indicates
that the topic is agent, and the bi- in (16b,d,f,h) that the topic is patient.

We have analysed utterances which had been elicited from 107 Navajo
first grade students in response to a series of pictures as part of a study
we are now conducting of variation in Navajo ,thild language (Saville-Troike
1979).1 We submitted 325 of these responses to six adult native speaKers
of Navajo to obtain their judgements on the appropriatenest and grammaticality
of each. There was considerable -disagreement among the judges about the
acceptability of several constructions, including some occurrences of bi-
and y.17. In response to a picture of r boy sitting behind a wagon and the
question Ashkiish hiadi side? 'Where is the boy?', children's answers included
(18a-0.

(18a) Ashkii yikeddi sidi.
boy behind seated

(18b) Tsinaabaas bikiedi sidi.
wagon behind seated

(18c) Ashkii tsinaabaas bikeidi sidi.
. boy wagon behind seated

(18d) Tsinaabacs bikeedi sidi.
wagon behind seated

All six judges agreed that Il8a) means 'something is sitting behind
the boy', with y17 referring to the object 'boy', and it was thus rejected.
According to the rule given by Young and Morgan (1543:49):

Yi- precludes the possibility of (the preceding noun) being
taken as the subject of the verb, for it can only be the object.
If the noun preceding the verb is the subject, then is
replaced by

In (18b), three of the judges agreed with Young and Morgan that bi-
indicated that the noun preceding the verb must be the subject, and therefore
rejected the sentence because it thus meant 'The wagon is sitting behind the
boy'. The other three judges accepted the sentence as grammatical, however.
Adding ashkii in (18c) made no difference in anyone's judgement. One of the
six judges also rejected (18d), with the object followed by The three
judges who rejected (18b-c) considered contiguous Lqrslailus and bi-
anomalous, but for the other three, their comments clearly indicated that
the appropriate selection of bi- vs y21.- was not dependent on what NP
actually appeared in the sentence, but on what topic the speakers had in mind.
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When children had been asked to describe a picture of a boy pulling
'a doll in a wagon, all of the judges accepted (19a) as meaning 'The bly is
pulling the doll', but disagreed about who was pulling whom in (19b) and (19c),

(19a) Ashkii aweeshchiin
boy doll pulling

(19b) Aweeshchih vilolbas.
doll pulling

(19c) Aweeshchin bilolbas.
doll pulling

More information on the importance of unverbalized 'perspective' was
provided with judgements oL children's r'spor ;ses to 'Where is the boy?'
when he was pictured inside a wagon. Both (20a) and (20b) were accepted by
all adult native speakers, but there was considerable disagreement about the
appropriateness of (20c-d).

(20a) TFinaabass iii' Sidi.
wagon in-it seated

(20b) Ashkii tsinaaboos zii' sidi.
boy wagon in-it seated

(20c) Tsinaabaas sidi.
wagon in-it seated

(20d) Ashkii tsinaaba4s sidi.
boy wagon in-it seated

The two judges who considered these sentences grammatical explained
that the use of bi: meant the boy wasn't the topic, or the 'real subject*
as they put it, but rather the topic was the picture that the children were
responding to, and which had both the boy and the wagon in it. While this
explanation does not contribute much to the regularization of a grammatical
rule, it does very strongly suggest that what is salient in the speaker's
mind must be considered part of the context within which grammatical rules
are being applied and interpreted.

In narrative sequences, such as the numerous folkloric texts which
have been collected, one of the most notable characteristics of NPs (whether
referring to grammatical agents or objects) is their absence. An English
translation must regularly use parentheses to keep trac17. of who is performing
the action on what or whom, as illustrated in this sequence of sentences
from Sapir's (1942) translation of 'Horned Toad and His Corn Patch' (21a -c):

(21a) Aid66, "Wash? Xa'it'll it'd?" jiniigo biz661 biniizhdilnih,
jini.

Then, "This? What is it?" (Horned Toad) said as he also
touched (Coyote's) windpipe, they say.

(21b) "Noghwe! ti beeridisdzih," ni, jini.
"Keep away! I breathe by means of that," (Coyote) said, they say.

(21c) lt'ed' bich'44'klizhnigizh, jini.
Then (Horned Toad) cut it off of him, they say.

In Navajo the 'perspective' is established with the scene as characters
are introduced, and reference to each is thereafter made clear by the choice
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of pronouns. (This 'perspective' is comparable to the 'point of view'
established at the stanza level in Scollon's 1979 analysis of Northern
Athabaskan narrative.) Not only does the switch between yk and bi- signal
a switch between reference to Object and agent by signalling a switch
between topicalized and non-topicalized object, but the so-called 'fourth
person' nominative, ha- objective, and ho- possessive) is available
to indicate yet another third person referent, or a change in the role of
one who has already been named. Akmajian and Anderson (1970) say that this
fourth person pronoun must always refer to the first of two preceding NPs;
we would account for this ordering because it refers to the most topic-worthy
of characters being discussed--usually the hero, and hence fits at the top
of Fillmore's saliency hierarchy. In the story of 'Horned Toad and His Corn
Patch', for instance, Horned Toad is the first character introduced, and
is recognized in (21a-c) by use of the 4th person pronouns Coyote is referred
to in the third person.

In (22), a complex sentence from 'The Coyote and the Snake' translated
by Young and Morgan, bi- refers t, 'snake' as object of both the rock falling
and the rabbit finding, and zi7 to 'snake' (agent) under 'rock' (object).
Fourth person ha- is used hen:. by donkey to refer to rabbit, mho is being
given deference.

(22) Gah tsitahgi joolwol rivee' tViish tee biriilts'id lei'
bik'ijilwod la, deici tseh4q nahgt.' adziil miazgo

triishcq tse Wart hanii'na' d66 tl'iish ndeeshghal
h2Aniigo hack' ' dah diilwod

rabbit rocks-among-at he-is-running-along it-was snake
rock him -on -it -fell some him -on -he -ran found and rock-

aforementioned one-side-to away-he-having-rolled-it
snake-aforementioned rock he- under -it out- back -he-
crawled and snake you-I-shall-eat he-saying-to-him
him-toward off he-started-to-run found.

The remit was running along among the rocks when he came
upon the snake pinned under a rock. When he rolled
the rock aside the snake crawled out from beneath it
and took after him saying that he was going to eat
him up (donkey speaking).

The sequence of sentences in (23) illustrates the use of this switch
reference in a Chiricahua Apache text (Hoijer 1938), where 'Child of Water'
is the hero and 'Giant' the reference of bi-:

(23) Elanishn'ini'a.
He (Child of Water) took it away from him (Giant).

He (Giant) took it away from him (Child of Water).
putanishn4ni'a.
He (Child of Water) took it away

He (Giant) took it away from him
Disigdzh6go, diinnin ildeninaj66
In just this manner, they passed

exactly four times.

Sapir (1942:42-43) recorded a switch from third to fourth person
pronoun in reference to the same person when he is being upgraded to hero
of the story (24) :

from him (Giant).

(Child of Water).
ina'a.

it between themselves
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(24). Shizhioed6' naaghiagi shilbeehemin," ni, jini. Aadddshi,
"tsideez'i hoolgheegi, shini' hazl44'. NA'eshdzaa'
sinees4, dideeshniil, shwa baaniisdziago, shizhe'edeo,
bilhodeeshnih," jini, jini. "L4'aa'! J616d6tieelil
K'ad, nlchlohodeesh'iil,"

I know that my father too is living," he said, they say.
And then, "At the place called Rock-extends, my mind
came into being. The Owls raised me, I shall say.
When I go back to my mother, (to) my father too, I shall
tell them about it," he (boy) said) they say. "Very

well! It is so! Now, I shall make something known
to you," said (Owl) to him.

The change comes when the boy says 'my mind came into being', and he
realizes who his parents are.

The final aspect of Navajo grammar we would like to consider in terms
of the topic of discourse is the so-called 'classifier'. The classifier immedi
precedes the verb stem, and is preceded by various other tense, mood, personal,
thematic, and directional prefixes, whose number and identity is in dispute
(Hoijer 1945, Kari 1973).

The Navajo classifier can occur in four forms. Two are usually
phonetically evident as distinct segments: 1 and ly the other two must
be inferred: 0 by the absence of any evident features, and D, by its phonetic
effect on the following segment. Essentially the same forms occur in all
extant Athabaskan dialects, and have been reconstructed by Krauss (1965)
for the proto-language. He describes their distribution as *0 mainly in
transitive, intransitive, and neuter forms, *de (Navajo D) mainly in corres-
ponding passive, mediopassive, reflexive, impersonal, customary, and iterative
forms, *1 mainly in transitive and causative forms, and *le (Navajo 1)
mainly in corresponding passives.

Their distribution in terms of the analysis we are proposing here
may be summarized as in (25):

(25) (Basic) (Derived)
Intrans/Trans Trans/Caus

Agent in
Perspective

41111=
0

(none)

Patient/Action
in Perspective

D 1

The primary problem which classifiers have presented for traditional
analyses is a residual 'irregularity', despite the faCt that the same
'exceptions' appear to be remarkably consistent throughout the language
family and through time.

Some apparently complex exceptions relating classifier occurrence
to person and aspect have been explained (Higgins 1974).as the result of
rather general surface level phonological processes. Still others may be
eliminated as exceptions if a misleading English gloss is restated as in
(26) to express the Navajo concept that certain events (e.g. having babies,
aging, and drowning) are caused, and thus require derived linguistic
structures:



(26a) Dii ashtzinl l'alchi.
This woman has cnildien This woman causes birth.

(26b) S4 bi' nii/xi.
He's getting old Age is (progressively) killing him.

(26c) Ashkii to biisxi. (s = si + 1)
The boy drowned Water kiZZed the boy.

Harder for the English-speaker to understand is any derived causality
in sentences such as (27a -b)

(27a) Yiikaa.
Day is dawning.

(27b) flhosh.
You care sleeping.

Reichard and Bittany (1940.11) have suggested that the 1 in viikaa
'day is dawning' may be explained by a Navajo conceptthat some unnamed force
must cause the passing of night. Hoijer and other structuralists; have
rejected such mentalistic explanations, but such a force might well be
included in the culture-specific presuppositions that would be more acceptable
in recent theory. It is certainly not necessary that the (presumed) 'real
agent' be verbalized, as we have found in our study of children's Navajo.
The concept of an unnamed force causing sleep is also plausible; in this case,
sleep itself may be the agent, as it is in the Tlingit example recorded
by Boas (28), in which the suffix -tc is unambiguously an agent marker.

(28) 'awf t'atc 'Ilwadge ducat'
this sleep struck-her his-wife
His wife feZZ asleep.

A general rule that would thus far appear to account for the function
of 1 is that it identifies the verb that follows it as havingan agent to
which resronsibility and control may be attributed, and that it makes that
agent the topic of the sentence, putting it in perspective or placing the
focus of 'the utterance on it. To further illustrate this point, in (29)
we have shown examples of 1 in sentences from two Coyote stories translated
by Young and Morgan:

(29a) Gaibihi mg'ii ndilch4a1go dayiilts4.
gray-rabbits coyote he-smelling-about they-saw him
The cotton tails saw coyote sniffing around.

(Rabbits saw coyote)

(29b) Gahia yinijiilhaz d66 yi'nii'aal jini.
rabbit-aforementioned he-bit-it and he-started-to-Chew-ii

it-is-said
He bit the rabbit and started to chew it.

(Coyote bit rabbit) .

(29c) Tsi gah bikigi bii' shijaa' 174g yinijiilhazgo bighoo' altso
neistseed jini.

stones rabbit its-skin in-it they-are aforementioned he- having-
bitten -them his-teeth all he-killed-them it-is-said

When he bit the stones that were inside of the rabbit hide, he
broke all of his teeth.

(Coyote broke/killed teeth)
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(29d) Lail yiskAnid44' dii tsi shik'iilts'id ni' aka t'AA iiyisii
dichin shi'niiIhi.

many dawns-ago this rock me-on-it fell recall so just extremely
hunger me-it-has-begun-tokill (snake speaking)

Many days ago this rock fell on me and I can starving.
(bunger kining snake)

(29e) Aid66, gah ts4h4q ayiihmiiz jini.
there-from rabbit rock-aforementioned one-side-to he-it-rolled

(away) it-is-said
Thereupon the rabbit rolled the rock aside..

(Rabbit roiled rock)

The so-called '0 classifier' may in fact simply be the absence of
any classifier, and imply that no controlling agent is present and that no
other nominal has been foregrounded to serve as topic. Verb stems which lack
a classifier include intransitives with an inherent lack of strongly marked
motion of action, such as 'walk', 'stand', and 'die', and others indicating
'basic' natural processes or states: 'shine', 'urinate', 'wake', 'sit'.
Other verbs lacking a classifier include transitive clazificatory verbs
which incorporate the type of movement and the shape or consistency of the
Object in the etem itself.

The functional parallelism of the classifiers D and 1 is symbolized
phonetically by the fact that they share a common feature of voicing.
Voicing the classifiers indicates that perspective or focus is not on the
agent, but that the patient or action is being foregrounded. in fact, the
1 and D 'passives' cannot even occur if a responsible agent is named.
Haile (1951) reports on his attempts to elicit corresponding Navajo passive
forms for 'I was thrown by a horse' or 'I was bitten by a snake', but his
informants refused to give him anything other than the active forms AL
nashillgo"the horse threw me down'. and tliish shishxaash'a snake bit me'.
He succeeded in eliciting the passive form only when an agent was not
expressly mentioned, as in (30) (examples from Young 1960):

(30a) Tag shaa yit'i. (D classifier)
The rock was brought to me.

cf: Tsi shaa yini'i. (0 classifier)
He brought the rock to me.

(30b) Agaa' haaljool. (1 classifier)
The wool was carried up out.

cf: Aghaa' hayiipool% X2 classifier)
He carried tne wool up out.

Another way of thinking of the situation is in terms of control.
The importance of the concept of 'control' to the grammar of Salish and
Kiowa-Tanoan has already been established by Thompson (1979) and Watkins
(1979) respectively, as has its relation to noun ranking in Navajo
(WitherspOon 1977). The attribution of control (or its absence) in an event
may also be seen as a factor in the voicing of classifiers. Note the
classifier change in examples (31a-e), in which Young (1967) is illustrating
intentional causation as opposed to accidental or 'uncontrolled' events:
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(31a) Shich'ah niiinel.
I dropped my hat (intentionally).

(31b) Shich'ah naaltsid.
My hat fell (accidentally).

(31c) Ashkii yiloL. (0 classifier)
The boy is floating along.

(31d) Ashkii 'ool'ol.
The boy is causing (a boat) to float along.

(31e) Ashkii bil ool'ol.
Something is causing (a boat) to float along with the boy.

In (31a) the agent i3 in perspective (who intentionally dropped the hat),
while (31b) perspective is on the action, with no responsibility implied.
In (31c) the experiences, 'boy', is in perspective as the one floating
along, while (31d) is derived with the boy causing something to float
along, but 'boy' still in perspective, and (31e) is passivized with 'boy'
again the topic, but here not the agent in the sentence.

One problem in the traditional designation of D and 1 as 'passive'
markers has been their occurrences with verbs like 'run', 'creep', 'crawl',
'sniff', 'smile', 'hunt', 'step', and 'move'., as in (32a -i).

(32a) ... dah diilghod
he toward it off he started to run

(32b) yilghol
he is running along

(32c) yi'nah (D classifier)
he is creeping along

(32d) yaa nii.na' (D classifier)
he crawled up to it

(32e) ndilch441go
he's sniffing around

(32f) bich.4.' Ch'ideeldlolgo
toward them he having smiled

(32;) AleigOO diit'ash diilzha
over yonder we shaZZ go (and) hunt

(32h) t'iishikiklehg66 ndadiltaal
right in my footsteps you must step

(321) bikee' hideesinail (D classifier)
his foot moveZ

Voiced classifiers occur with a class of verbs that may be characterized
as having inherent motion, and with other verbs when there is explicit
directionality to the action (i.e. when the direction or goal is 'in per-
spective' or topicalized). These cases may this be seen to be congruent with
our topic-oriented analysis. Again, focus is not on the agent (if there is
one), but on the action or its goal.
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Summary and Conclusion:

We have seen that, using Li and Thompson's checklist of topic
prominence as a measure, Navajo shows a number of the characteristics of a
topic-prominent language. It has verb final word order; it lacks a dummy
subject; it indexes topics on the verb and marks them with leftmost position
in the clause as well as with emphatic elements and other morphological
means; it has only a very limited passive; it allows coreferential deletion
under agreement with the topic rather than !subject', and it constrains
topic choice on semantic grounds similar to fillmore's 'saliency conditions'
for foregrounding, but syntactically allows almost any type of argument to
the verb to serve as topic.

In a study we recently completed of adult native speaker reaction to
the acceptibility and grammaticality of variant forms found in a sample of
Children's elicited speech, we found surprising and dramatic variation in
adult judgements, some of it related to geography, but some of it involving
unstated discourse presuppositions the mind of the speaker which could
determine the identification or interpretation of the topic in a sentence.
Young and Morgan have found similar variation in judgements on noun ranking
in Navajo. It is clear that .published accounts of noun ranking are subject
to considerable regional dialectal variation, and that discourse considera-
tions of tppicalization or foregrounding may also enter in. All of this
suggests that grammatical investigations must be sensitive to sociolinguistic
and regional differences, as well as to discourse patterns and constraints.
As Chad Thompson (1979) has noted in an important paper, "syntactical issues
in Athabaskan are closely interconnected with morphological and discourse
ones", so that "it is probably impossible to gain a clear and total insight
into any of these three levels without reference to the other two."

As an example of this, the analysis of Navajo as a topic-prominent
language provides a new perspective from which to re-examine a long-standing
problem area in Athanaskan linguisticsthe classifier system. While a topic-
oriented analysis does not answer all Tiestions, it does permit a more unified
approach to understanding the function of the classifiers, and we have here
given some examples. In particular we have shown that a change in classifiers
may indicate a shift in topic. The concept of control may also prove to be
useful, as it has in Salishan, for understanding and interpreting some of
the interactions of topic and classifier. A topic-oriented approach also
provides motivation for the rule that the 'honorific' fourth person prefix
ii- /ha-/ho- must come first, since it usually refers to the most topic-worthy
of the characters in the context.

We believe we have presented sufficient evidence here to demonstrate
that Navajo exhibits topic-prominence, and we have shown that this perspective,
free of the hindrances of the traditional subject-oriented approach, ran lead
to a deeper and more integrated understanding of a variety of phenomena
in the language.
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THE BE CREATIVE:

STAGES IT THE ACQUISITION OF ENGLISH BE BY NAVAJO CHILDREN1

Muriel Saville-Troike
Department of Linguistics
Georgetown University

The presentation I an going to make to you this morning is a report on

one aspect of my current research on Navajo children's language: their perception,

interpretation, and use of forms of be as they are learning English as a second

language. Their first language lacks any overt copular verb construction, so

minimal structural interference would be predicted.

Navajo is spoken by more people than any other Native American language

in the U.S. According to the 1970 census, it was the only Indian language being

learned by more preschool children then than a decade before, and this trend

continues. My present research is on the language of children in the earliest

stages of their formal education. The data I am analyzing consist of tape-

recorded interviews with 107 first grade students from four BIA schools in the

Navajo area: Cottonwood and Greasewood in Arizona, and Sanostee and Toadlena

in New Mexico. The data were collected several years ago while I was involved

in the development of bilingtal curriculum materials for the BIA, but I have

only recently had the data available for analysis.

Each of the subjects was interviewed in both Navajo and English in

September and again in May using an interview format and questionnaire which

I developed. The interviewers were all bilingual speakers of Navajo and

English, either teachers or aides in the four classrooms.. Each interview

consisted of about fifteen minutes of tape-recorded responses, producing a

total of about sixty minutes per subject, or approximately thirty minutes in

Navajo and thirty minutes in English for each of the children.
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All of the subjects had attended a kindergarten in which Navajo was

the primary language of instruction, and had received only twenty to thirty

minutes a day of ESL for part of the year. None of the children attended

school during the summer, and one hundred of the one hundred and seven reportedly

had little or no English used in their homes. During the year in which these

data were collected, they continued receiving ESL instruction--primarily pattern

practice and then games or other activities which made use of the vocabulary

and patterns in a somewhat less structured way--and were additionally supposed

to receive up to one half of their content instruction in English.

On different days, children were shown a series of pictures and asked

questions, in Navajo on one day and English on the other. The following

interview procedure was used. The children were shown samples of nine colors

and a series of thirty one pictures illustrating various objects, states, and

activities in order to elicit comparable lexical and grammatical forms.

Vocabulary and pronunciation will not be of concern to us here.

The eighteen grammatical items were selected in large part to elicit

Navajo forms that were of interest. At the same time, the English form of

the interview elicited five patterns that were being taught in both kindergarten

and first grade ESL: 1) positional relationships, 2) action in progress,

3) plural subjects acting, 4) completed action, and 5) future action.

Additionally, five items in the questionnaire were intended to require children

to use longer utterances and provide a brief text for the analysis of free

speech.

First, x would like to compare the children's production of the patterns

in English and Navajo, and then compare their use of be forms in the patterns

vs. 'freer' speech.
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To elicit expressions of positional relationship, the children were asked

'Where is the boy?', as they were shown four pictures of aboy in a wagon,

in front of a wagon, in back of a wagon, and under a table.

To respond 'The boy is in the wagon' in Navajo, the word order would be:

Ashkii tsinaab4os yii sidi.
boy wagon it-in seated

All parts of that sentence may be deleted in response to a question except the

postpositional phrase, since the question and picture make it clear what is

being talked about.

In English, too, we would expect only 'in the wagon', 'under the table',

etc., from native speakers, but it is interesting that by the end of first

grade most children responded with the 'complete' pattern learned in ESL:

The boy is in the wagon

or NP be Locative Phrase, rather than the elliptical contextnal form.

At the beginning of first grade, most children either did not answer, or

responded to the English question in Navajo.

The most cannon English response in the fall was the verb sit or sittin',

with a preposition alone next most common (often not the appropriate one),

then boy in wagon. Is occurred most frequently as a connector between objects,

as the boy is wagon or the boy is table, and sometimes just the boy is. Is

and preposition occurred contiguously in only two cases.

In addition to the patterned response learned in ESL, children in the

spring frequently included the verb sitting: either the boy is sitting in the

wagon, or the boy is under the table sitting, and a few continued to use is

as a connector, although adding determiners quite consistently by now:.

TI1112=1Stbawasina.

There was influence from Navajo word order in a few instances:

The boy is table under.
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All or the SW tS had attended a kindergarten in which Navajo was

the primary language of instruction, and had received only twenty to thirty

minutes a day of ESL for part of the year. None of the children attended

school during the summer, and one hundred of the one hundred and seven reportedly

had little or no English used in their homes. During the year in which these

data were collected, they continued receiving ESL instruction - -primarily pattern

practice and then games or other activities which made use of the vocabulary

and patterns in a somewhat less structured way - -and were additionally supposed

to receive up to one half of their content instruction in English.

On different days, children were shown a series of pictures and asked

questions, in Navajo on one day and English on the other. The following

interview procedure was used. The children were shown samples of nine colors

and a series of tiltrty one pictures illustrating various objects, states, and

activities in order to elicit comparable lexical and grammatical forms.

Vocabulary and pronunciation will not be of concern to us here.

The eighteen grammatical items were selected in large part to elicit

Navajo forms that were of interest. At the same time, the English form of

the interview elicited five patterns that were being taught in both kindergarten

and first grade ESL: 1) positional relationships, 2) action in progress,

3) plural subjects acting, 4) completed action, and 5) future action.

Additionally, five items in the questionnaire were intended to require children

to use longer utterances and provide a brief text for the analysis of free

speech.

First, I would like to compare the children's production of the patterns

in English and Navajo, and then compare their use of be forms in the patterns

vs. 'freer' speech.
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To elicit expressiol,s of positional relatiorwhip, t).e Children were asked

'Where is the boy?', as they were shown four pictures of aboy in a wagon,

in front of a wagon, in back of a wagon, and under a table.

To respond 'The boy is in the wagon' in Navajo, the word order would be:

Ashkii tsinaabaos yii sidA.
by wagon it-in seated

All parts of that sentence may be deleted in response to a question except the

postpositional phrase, since the question and picture make it clear what is

being talked about.

In English, too, we would expect only 'in the wagon', 'under the table',

etc., from native speakers, but it is interesting that by the end of first

grade most children responded with the 'complete' pattern learned in ESL:

Theboirqleth4aon

or NP be Locative Phrase, rather than the elliptical contextual form.

At the beginning of first grade, most Children either did not answer, or

responded to the English question in Navajo.

The most common English response in the fall was the verb sit or sites,

with a preposition alone next most common (often not the appropriate one),

then boy in wagon. Is occurred most frequently as a connector between objects,

as the boy is wagon or the boy is table, and.sometimes just the boy is. Is

and preposition occurred contiguously in only two cases.

In addition to the patterned response learned in ESL, children in the

spring frequently included the verb sitting: either the boy is sitting in the

wagon or the boy is under the table sitting, and a few continued to use is

as a connector, although adding determiners quite consistently by now:

The law is the wagnn.

There was influence from Navajo word order in a few instances:

The boy is table under.
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To elicit expressions of action in process, the children were asked

'What is the boy doing?' as they were shown pictures of a boy carrying a stick,

playing with blocks, and eating. The most common Navajo response is verb

only:

naane 'playing'

ayaa' 'eating'

The progressive nature of the action and the presence of an object are marked

by verb prefixes in Navajo, but many of the children have not yet learned

these forms in their first language. The Navajo response can optionally be

expanded to

Ashkii aweeshchiin yil naane 'boy doll with-it playing'

'boy', the name of the Object, and then the verb. As an aside, these expanded

sentences sound a bit odd or unnatural to adult Navajos who do not teach

school "because you already know what you're talking about", blt "responding

in complete sentences" is not limited to English in bilinguc,

A 'school register' of Navajo has already developed, and mos- ret_ use the

full, unnatural forms of their first language, too, in this kind of a formal

elicitation context.

The most common fall response in English is also a single verb: play,

eat, and less'frequently playing, or eating. This differs markedly from the

most common response at this stage from Spanish-speaking children, which

would be list, or the name of some other object in the picture. Next most

common in frequency was boyAlt, and boy play. Most common in the spring is

the boxisamiamor the boy is eating, which was the pattern taught in ESL.

Judging from approximations of this pattern, the children were interpreting

the is is two different ways: some used it as a connector, as they did in the
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locative expressions, saying boy is play, boy is eat, and boy is stick.

Others interpreted the is as going with the verb, and many responded is play

or is playing without mentioning the subject. The contracted form of this makes

these interpretations clearer, since some perceive the -s as belonging on the

end of the noun and some on the front of the verb. A relatively common single

word response was splay, or splaying. A double copula also occurred as the

full form of is was added to one or the other interpretation of the contraction,

yielding is splaying, and perhaps accounting for some apparently inappropriate

uses of the plural, as boys is play for one boy.

The picutres which were intended to elicit plural forms were of two

children ri.aying with dolls, and two children eating. Navajo, does not inflect

nouns for plural, but does mark number on the verb.

Again, the most common response was verb only: play, playing; eat, !etra.

The children who attempted to express the plurality did so mainly by using

the word children (children play instead of boy play). The form of be rarely

Changed: children is play. Plural forms also included:

Boy girl play

Boy play girl play

The boy the girl is playing

The boy is the girl is playing

The boy is playing the girl is praying

Continued interpretation of be as a connector was possible with the plural,

yielding such responses as:

Boy are girl play (and)

The children are doll

I will skip over past and future quickly, because there is little to

report. In the fall, no child appeared to notice the shift of tense in the
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qdestion and all responded as they had for the present. In the spring, about

half of the children exhibited their recognition that a different response

was appropriate by either remaining silent or an3wering in Neva:;o. No child

changed is to was two who heard English at home added finish as perfective

marker: thelLiAfirpylishlain.

To express future, a few children substituted go for is: the boy go

playing, or added go in sequence: the boy is go play.

To elicit freer language responses, the first picture shown was of a

family, and the stimulus question was 'Tell me about this picture'. The

preferred Navajo response would translate roughly: 'father and mother baby up

they're holding it'. As opposed to responses to questions where the topic is

included in the question, naming the objects in the picture is considered

quite appropriate here, but they must be joined by conjunctions or are

considered ungrammatical: e.g. father and mother and baby was an

acceptable (and common) response.

In spite of the fact that vocabulary had regularly been presented in

ESL with the pattern 'This is a ', only two of the one hundred seven

Children used that structure in this context.

The most frequent use of is was as a conjunction, usually mother is

father is baby, but also the baby is the mother , daddy mother is baby ,

the lady is the man , etc. Occasionally is served as a connective between:

subject and predicate, as in the mother is has baby

In a few cases, children either omitted the conjunction or used Navajo

d66 and placed is at the end of the sentence: father d66 mother d66 baby is

This did noi:. occur in the patterned responses, but probably respresents the

interpretation of is as analogous to the emphatic optional verb at'e in Navajo,

which does occur in final position of eqUational or attributive sentences;
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e.g. 'the man is a doctor' -i man doctor at'e, or 'the man is tall'-y man tall

at'e, meaning roughtly 'he certainly is'. Verbs occurred more frequently with is

in the spring than in the fall, but both sentences like mother playing

the baby and the mother is playing the baby were fairly common.

Two pictures were intended to elicit primarily locative responses: a

man on a horse and a drum and doll under a table. Again, the use of is as

a conjunction was common:

Cowboy is horse

Doll is drum under the table

Doll is drum is table

Prepositions were common, but seldom cooccurred with is

The man cn the horse

Doll under table

although they could be in the same sentence.

The man is sit on a horsie

The man is hat oa a horsie

Is occurred with verbs almost as frequently as in the patterned responses, and

one Child even used it with a future' marker.

The man is go horse

I must admit at this point that my interpretation of what children meant by

is was not always confident, and I suspected some had just learned some little

English words and inserted them more or less at random when I heard such

sentences as The bo is horsie is sittin and the waIkin .

The final two pictures were intended to elicit more complex arguments:

one of two cats, one playing with a ball and one eating (or drinking, depending

on how the picture was interpreted), and one of a boy pulling a doll in a wagon.
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For the former, children responded much as they did in Navajo, with two

separate clauses:

Kitty eat ... kitty play

Cat is eating ... cat is playing

The plurality of cats was expressed by some as a noun inflection on each

The cats is eating ... the cats is playing

or by enumerating.

Cat is two cats--eat ... play

One child said

The cats are eating and ELEirial
-

and one other used are to indicate plurality is the compound verb phrase.

Cat eating are playing

Some of the children got quite creative in their story telling by this

point in the interview, and the one occurrence of was was in the sentence

Cat was singing grandma and the cat him is playing.

The children's most frequent strategy for handling the complexities of a

boy pulling a doll in a wagon was quite interesting vis a vis the topic-comment

construction so common in the traditional Navajo narrative discourse genre of

story telling. They first enumerated the 'characters'

Boy doll wagon, or

Boy is doll is wagon

and then said something about them, such as

the wagon going

the boy is pulling the wagon

the boy is playing

the doll in the wagon, etc.
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To quickly summarize the findings discussed above, we have seen that be

forms are initially omitted, and then go through differential development

depending on context. Full forms occurring in be-ing constructions are rein-

terpreted as aspectual prefixes in a verbal complex similar to Navajo (e.g.

boy he-is-play for the boy is playing); contracted forms as an s prefix on the next

word (e.g. boy splay for the boy's playing); be between NPs as a conjunction

(e.g. boy is girl is dog for boy and girl and dog). Locatives may involve

a change in word order (e.g. boy table under for ttsyjzslebunder the table),

and predicate adjective constructions may be followed bye, be interpreted as

the equivalent of at'e 'it is', optionally used for emphasis in Navajo.

One of my main objectives this morning is to underline the complex factors

involved in eliciting--and interpreting--the language of children. Not only

does the context of elicitation make a difference, but the fact that there is

a wide range of variation in the language produced by children in the same

context is quite apparent whenever qualitative analysis of a large quantity

of data is attempted; it should be remembered that most studies we have are

restricted to just a few Children. Perhaps most importantly, we must bring

pragmatic and discourse considerations into the analysis of grammatical

development; even so, however, we cannot ignore the potential and actual

influence of first language structures and strategies in interpreting second

language data in our rejection of earlier excess reliance on the explanatory

power of 'interference phenomena'.

In the data I have presented this morning, there is clear evidence of

Navajo children interpreting a new linguistic structure--the verb to be--

in part in terms of partially comparable structures in their own language, as well

as in terms of incomplete learning and overgeneralization within English.
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The interplay between first and second language

cularly crucial when the first language is Navajo.

complexity is far from mast'red by children entering

10

development may be parti-

its extreme morphological

school.
2

I would suggest

that schools might well postpone adding further complexity to the language learning

process by postponing the introduction of English two or three more years, but

that is a topic for another occasion.
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